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ABSTRACT

The economic crisis in less developing countries (LDCs), especially in
sub-Saharan Africa, is characterized by shortage of foreign exchange
as a result of declining exports, particularly primary commodity
exports, which are a significant part of the total export earnings of
African countries. Export earnings increases are associated with

increased investment and subsequent increased consumption and
output. Fluctuations in earnings from the export of primary
commodities have been a major cause of concern for primary
producing countries.

The study attempts to analyze the effects of fluctuating exports

receipts on the level of investments and economic growth over three
decades of dire economic crisis in LDCs in Africa. It investigates the
effects caused to economies by the virtual collapse of a wide range of

primary commodity prices in the 1980s and 90s and their continued

unstable levels.

The first conclusion drawn from the study is that fluctuations in

export receipts exert an adverse effect on the level of investment and

therefore economic growth. This is caused directly through adverse
effects on producers' incomes or indirectly through other economic
variables (i.e. the level of investment, savings, government revenue,

level of employment and domestic money supply).

Secondly, the study demonstrates that trade policies, unless pursued
within a consistent macroeconomic stabilization framework, cannot

enlist a significant response from exports producers.
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The study concludes that in view of the negative effects experienced by
countries dependent on primary commodity exports they should
include in their trade policies measures for reducing export instability
such as export diversification into manufactures, as well as

appropriate stabilization schemes.
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CHAPTER ONE

GENERAL BACKGROUND



1.1 INTRODUCTION

The issue of fluctuations in export earnings experienced by less

developed countries has been a major policy concern, especially in

discussions in the literature on economic development strategies.

Export instability, defined as the uncertainty about the export

earnings accruing to a country, is an important source of

macroeconomic uncertainty in less developing countries (LDCs). The

relevance of the issue has increased as policy makers in a number of

developing countries have turned their attention to the problem

associated with the sharp decline in commodity prices since the mid-

1980s. In addition to the negative trend in prices that has been

debated in the literature based on the theories by Prebisch and Singer

(1950), the steady increase in the volatility of commodity prices over

the past two decades is an issue that has recently come to the fore.

Great volatility in commodity prices is translated into increased

variability in the export earnings of commodity exporting countries.

Primary commodities still account for the bulk of exports in

many LDCs in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). The performance of real

export earnings, especially during the 1980s and 1990s, has been

closely linked to countries' success in diversifying the export base.

Primary or traditional exports, which currently accounts for only 5.6



percent of total world export earnings has been declining since the late

1970s from the share of 8.9 percent of total exports receipts.

Traditional theory has argued that instability of export earnings

affects the economic growth of countries, maybe more so for exporters

of non manufactured products1. In many LDCs, the implementation of

inappropriate domestic policies has further aggravated the negative

effects of export instability.

A more general argument is that export earnings are a major

source of foreign exchange, which is essential for importing necessaiy

capital goods and these fluctuations impair the capacity to import

these goods. This leads to problems of capital accumulation and

investment which inhibit growth. In the private sector, fluctuations in

export earnings of a primary commodity, leads to a fall both in the

return to labor and to corporate income. In this case, the fluctuations

are likely to slow down private investments as the degree of risk

associated with this instability increases and is then transmitted

through the economy via various linkages. The linkage between

income, labor, public and private investments and savings are inter¬

related such that the adverse or favorable performance of one affects

the others. The public sector can be hurt by this since most African

countries rely heavily on revenues from import and export taxes.

1 World Bank (1994) concludes in a report that exporters of primary commodities
experience greater volatility in export earnings than exporters of manufactures.
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Thus wide fluctuations in these receipts can induce a fall in fiscal

spending during certain periods.

In the aftermath of World War II, J.M.Keynes proposed the

creation of an international organization alongside the future World

Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) whose function was to

stabilize commodity prices. Maizels (1992) also conducted a study on

the commodity crisis of the 1980s and his findings emphasize the

need to address the main issues arising from the dramatic collapse in

the foreign exchange earnings of developing countries dependent on

exports of primary commodities.

1.2 NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

1.2.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Export instability has negative effects on economic growth and

development. This instability is more pronounced in the case of

primary commodities. Many SSA countries are dependent on the

exports of primary commodities, therefore SSA economies are more

susceptible to the adverse effects of export instability. A series of

publications in the literature have examined the importance of exports

for economic performance in LDCs, and have argued that export

growth favorably affects the rate of economic growth of these

countries. In support of this, economists and policy makers believe



that exports are a key factor in promoting economic growth2. This

study aims at investigating the effects of instability of export earnings

in these SSA countries.

1.2.2 DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

It has been observed that over 80 percent of the foreign

exchange of LDCs are earned through exports of primary commodities

(World Bank, 1993). In Sierra Leone, primary commodity exports on

average account for 37 percent of total export earnings, which has

been declining since the 1970s from its share of 55 percent of total

export earnings. Major exports constitute agricultural products i.e.

coffee, cocoa, and oil palm, with some minerals i.e. Diamonds, Iron-

ore and Bauxite, all together provide employment for over 60 percent

of the total work force. In effect, this reliance on primary commodities

as the main source of export earnings has not diminished for many

countries in Africa, where manufactured exports often account for less

than 15 percent of total exports (Table 1.1) and real commodity prices

have continuously fluctuated since the early 1980s. Apart from a

short-lived recovery in 1984, real commodity prices have fallen by

about 45 percent, translating into a sharp deterioration in the terms

of trade for most commodity exporters.

2 See Feder (1982), Balassa (1985) and Ram (1985). Fosu (1992) also examined the
importance of exports on growth performance for a sample of 10 LDCs.
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Table 1 1-STRUCTURE OF EXPORTS: SELECTED DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES (in percentage of total exports )
1965 1990

Country Fuels,and

metals

Primary

Commd.

Manuf. Fuels,and

metals

Primary

commd.

Manuf.

Africa

Burundi * - 94 6 - 98 2

Cote d'Ivoire 2 93 5 10 80 10

Kenya 13 77 10 19 70 11

Mauritania 94 5 1 81 13 6

Sierra Leone 52 47 1 61 36 3

Tanzania 1 86 13 5 84 11

Asia

Malaysia 34 60 6 19 37 44

Pakistan 2 62 36 1 29 70

Philippines 11 84 5 12 26 62

S/Lanka * - 99 1 6 47 47

Thailand 11 86 3 2 34 64

L/America

Argentina 1 93 6 6 59 35

Bolivia 93 4 4 69 27 14

Brazil 9 83 8 16 31 53

Colombia 18 75 7 32 42 26

Mexico 22 62 16 43 13 54

Uruguay * - 95 5 - 60 40

Source: World Bank, World Development Report, 1992.
* (-) represents no data for the period.



The Asian experience is characterized by a marked shift toward

the export of manufactures while at the other extreme, Africa

continues to rely on primary commodity exports which has had a

marked and persistent deterioration in real export earnings (see Table

1.2). For Cote d'Ivoire, growth in real export earnings has been

declining from 6.1 to -8.2, Kenya -3.0 to -5.4 and Tanzania -2.7 to

-5.6 in the 70s, 80s and 90s. This very low growth is compared to

Latin American and Asian countries where Thailand and Malaysia top

the list for Asia with Colombia and Mexico for Latin America.

The capacity of trade to engineer growth for developing

countries has been seriously influenced by the effects of instability

from export earnings. Such instability can damage the growth of an

economy because of its direct effects on producers' incomes in the

export sector and on other economic indicators i.e. investments,

savings and money supply. This may generate domestic instability

which can lead to a consequent welfare loss, complicating the tasks of

development planning and reducing the efficiency with which

investment resources are used.

17



Table 1 2-REAL EXPORT EARNINGS ( average annual percent

change)
Country 1970-79 1980-92

Africa

Burundi 3.7 -3.7

Cote'd Ivoire 6.1 -8.2

Kenya -3.0 -5.4

Mauritania ' -6.6 3.2

Sierra Leone -0.9 3.6

Tanzania -2.7 -5.6

Asia

Malaysia 8.9 8.1

Pakistan 2.6 6.1

Philippines 3.8 3.5

Sri Lanka 1.2 5.9

Thailand 9.9 10.7

Latin America

Argentina 2.5 2.2

Bolivia 9.1 -0.7

Brazil 7.4 4.6

Colombia 7.4 8.5

Mexico 11.3 5.6

Uruguay 0.5 4.3

Source: International Monetary Fund, World Economie Outlook, 1970-
92.
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In contrast to African economies, short-term fluctuations in

export earnings are countered by capital flows in the opposite

direction in economies with free mobility of capital e.g. West Pacific

countries. However, African economies, for a long time before the

transformation of their economies, had been plagued with capital

immobility, currency inconvertibility and exchange and trade controls.

There is lack of adequate foreign exchange, investment is still

dependent on the importation of capital goods, instability of exports

receipts causes instability in the amount of capital goods imported

and this translates into reduction on the level of investments and

hence a lower growth rate.

The effects of export instability on the level of investment and

economic growth is of interest in SSA for several reasons:

f

Firstly, SSA countries are highly open and exports constitute

few primary commodities whose international prices are unstable as

their only source of foreign currency, and they import all their

technology and capital goods. Despite the importance of international

trade in determining economic growth, empirical studies of this

relationship have mostly ignored this part of the developing world.

Secondly, all SSA countries have similar economic structures

i.e. low per capita income, largely agrarian economies, similar



economic policies and very small industrial sectors. For example, in

1986 about 40 percent of SSA's merchandise exports were

agricultural, compared with only 22 percent for all LDCs (Fosu,1992).

This implies there will be significant influence of export instability on

economic growth in SSA countries, since earnings derived from mainly

agricultural products are subjected to relatively large fluctuations.

This relative homogeneity of economic structure means that responses

to instability are likely to be similar among these nations.

Thirdly, this subject would be of particular interest to African

governments i.e. Economic Planning Ministries and Commissions, in

their role as the formulators of broad based government policies

geared towards minimizing any adverse impact due to fluctuations in

commodity prices on the economy. Governments would be particularly

interested in how different policy initiatives and approaches (i.e.

income/price stabilization policies, export diversification, the use of

hedging instruments linked to commodity prices and structural

policies) have eliminated the problem.

The justification for the study lies in the need to fill the gap

which currently exists in the literature, as existing literature had

concentrated on Latin American, South East Asian and West Pacific

countries. A broad set of 16 countries reviewed shows that only 6 in

the sample included African countries. It is important to note that

variability can be large relative to trends, therefore the results can be

20



sensitive to the period investigated. The literature reveals that the

majority of empirical studies are related to the 1970s and 80s but only

a few for the 1990s. Thus the instability of the 90s was not

incorporated.

Although these countries are classified as developing,

differences in their socio-political and economic environments are

country specific, thus precluding any generalizations. The design of

the study attempts to overcome this problem by using countries with

similar socio-political and economic structures, from which such

similarities of response to export instability makes possible reliable

coefficient estimates. A more recent study for the 1990s is necessary

as past studies in the 70s and 80s did not clearly define and measure

the independent variable for export instability nor use the appropriate

set of variables that explain investment and economic growth.

The outcome of the study will enlighten governments on how far

these approaches and policies have achieved the objectives targeted or

what further action is required to keep it on course.

21



1.3 OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESIS

• The objective of the study is to assess the effect of export earnings

instability on the level of investment and economic growth.

• The relevant hypothesis to be tested is that fluctuations in export

earnings have a negative impact on investment and economic

growth in SSA economies. The study therefore will consider the

impact of reduced productive efficiency and supply of foreign

exchange for investment and growth due to uncertainty in the

income streams of the export sector.

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

The rest of the study is organized as follows: Chapter Two

explains export instability and the economy, Chapter Three provides

the literature review of the study. In Chapter Four, the theoretical

considerations and the methodology adopted are presented with

discussions about the data used. Chapter Five presents the complete

empirical analysis and results of the estimated regressions. The final

Chapter contains the conclusions and policy recommendations

resulting from the study.
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Developing economies have a multiplicity of economic goals.

Economic growth has been emphasized as the primary basic long term

goal, with intermediate short term goals regarding balance of

payments, inflation and capacity utilization which are also important

in the pursuit of the basic long term goal. For most developing

countries lack of foreign exchange is a crucial factor limiting their

access to vital imported raw materials, intermediate inputs,

consumption and investment goods, and related international sources

of technical change.

Export-led growth allows the home country to concentrate

investment in sectors of comparative advantage and the resulting

specialization augments productivity through the use of efficient

techniques in the overall traded goods sector.

During the 70s, Sierra Leone's annual average GDP growth rate

was 3.2 percent, falling to 1.5 percent in the 80s, then negative in the

90s with a binding foreign exchange constraint. The reliance on

primary commodity exports is reflected in the government revenue for

investment. The share of public investment to GDP was 7.7 percent

(1970), increased to 16.3 percent (1975) from net receipts

accumulated from agricultural exports through the Sierra Leone

Produce Marketing Board (SLPMB). The invested receipts established

food crop factories in the northern part of the country due to nearness

24



1.

of raw materials. The resulting multiplier effects led to increased

production and as a result GDP growth in the modern sector

increased to 9 percent (in real terms).

The problems in the export sector started when agricultural

exports declined by 40 percent due to the low price offered by SLPMB

(the state monopoly), as a result smuggling became more profitable

leading to the closure of the board in 1989. The balance of payments

pressures and fiscal deficit that ensued led to the adoption of a

Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in which trade policies were

modified especially aimed at resource reallocation in line with the

country's comparative advantage. Policies for improvement of the

major cash crops (coffee and cocoa) production were included but the

incentive framework had defects as the overvalued Leone imposed low

producer prices for export crops leading to a series of devaluations in

1989, 90, and 91 respectively.

Developing economies still derive their major source of foreign

exchange from primary commodity exports even though there has

been improvements in manufacture and service exports in the last

decade. Industrialized countries had grown robustly due to the

demand for primary commodity exports from Africa utilized in their

industrialization process. However, the demand for manufactures

grew faster than that of primary products, as a result economic

growth slowed significantly in the 70s and 80s. The terms of trade
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decline was reflected in stagnating markets for major exports. In

Sierra Leone, Table 2.1 shows the standard deviation of terms of trade

changing by 50 percent of the mean in the 60s, then 3 times larger in

the 70s and over 9 times in the 80s and 90s.

Table 2.1- COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF TERMS OF TRADE

TRENDS ( in Sierra Leone )
DECADE MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION COEFF. OF VARIATION

1960 -4.6 7.1 1.50

1970 -2.6 7.7 2.96

1980 -1.1 9.8 9.23

1990 -0.9 8.8 9.77

Source: Computed from data set (1960-94) and Weeks (1992).

The general world price instability generated internal and external

shocks to the economy which was the main cause of the balance of

payments difficulties. In 1980, about US $75 million had been lost

due to decline in agricultural exports. The country was profoundly

affected by fluctuations in external terms of trade due to large

fluctuations in the international prices of coffee and cocoa. The first

oil price shock increased export prices though this was not reflected in

the financial position of the SLPMB. There was an increase in public

foreign borrowing from US $200 million in 1979 to 590 million in

1997, therefore increasing capital income payments from 8 percent to



10 percent of total exports. This fueled inflation as high as 170

percent reducing producers' purchasing power by 15 percent. The

economy suffered as agricultural exports encountered cyclical low

prices, contracting the fiscal base of the state and foreign debt became

unserviceable to the point of accumulating arrears.

Policy makers have argued that instability in export earnings

from these exports have deleterious effects on the attainment of

economic growth. As a result, stabilization programs were instituted to

mitigate or eliminate such negative effects the success of which has

not so far been achieved.

2.1 NATURE AND FEATURES OF EXPORT INSTABILITY

Export instability can arise from two sources: price instability

and/or quantity instability ' resulting in fluctuations of export

proceeds. The nature of instability in export earnings can be

characterized as follows:

First, instability is a succession of shortfalls and overages3, exports of

developing countries are unstable and are shown in levels of shortfalls

and surpluses in relation to their trend. Shortfalls may occur without

instability (e.g. a constant decline), the same for increases (constant

growth). The problem of instability occurs as a result of overages and

shortfalls in relation to the trend, which is a simple deviation from an

3 Overages are defined as surpluses of fluctuations of export proceeds from the
trend.
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unchanged trend. The measurement of instability for any given period

relies on an "ex post" or an "ex ante" measure of a given single trend4.

Second, export instability has been increasing leading to instability in

the economies of developing countries which are greater during the

80s and 90s than during the 60s and 70s (Guillaumont, 1987). In a

sample of 33 SSA countries, the average index of instability changed

over the whole period of 1960-91 as shown in Table 2.2 below.

Table 2.2 INSTABILITY OF EXPORT EARNINGS OF 33 SUB-
SAHARAN AFRICAN COUNTRIES ( standard deviations
in parentheses)

VALUE OF EXPORTS 1960-91 1960-70 1970-81 1981-91

In current dollars 18.0* 8.4 13.7 25.3

(6.0) (4.9) (5.3) (7.8)

In import purchasing 17.4 8.4 14.4 19.8

power (11.8) (4.6) (4.6) (9.5)

In constant currency 18.0 9.6 14.0 20.5

(11.6) (6.0) (6.1) (8.9)

Source: Computed with the aid of UNCTAD (1994) and data set.
Note: Figures outside parentheses are averages.

The standard deviations measure the degree of dispersion or

spread of export earnings around the mean values. The table shows

that fluctuations are highest for the import purchasing power at 9.5

4 The "ex post" measure of single trend is the expected or foreseen trend for the
period, while "ex ante" measure is the trend value of exports for each year from the
trend of the previous years.
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points for the period 1981-91 which implies that the capacity to

import for the sample of SSA countries has been increasing for the

past decade.

The sources of export instability can be attributed to domestic

and foreign disturbances that affect price and quantity through

demand and supply fluctuations. The demand for and supply of

primary products tend to be inelastic, hence any variations (i.e. shifts

in the supply or demand curves) will lead to large price fluctuations.

As a result prices of primary commodities are more volatile than

manufactured goods.

The following analysis is a summary of extensive research

undertaken at the Agency for International Development, Stanford

University on the impact of export instability on economic

development and growth due to shifts in demand and supply curves

for an export good. The research was conducted under the supervision

of B.F. Massell a prominent Professor in economics and food research

at the university.

In figure A below, let S, Dh and Dt denote, the home supply,

home demand and total (home plus foreign) demand curves

respectively for an export good. The equilibrium price is OP if OB is

produced, OA sold domestically, and AB exported. The export value of

the good is given by the area of rectangle AMNB. This value can

change as a result of shifts in any of the three curves. The effect on



export earnings of a shift in one of the curves depends on the

magnitude of the shift and on the elasticities of the curves.

Figure A.2.1 -DEMAND AND SUPPLY ELASTICITIES FOR EXPORT
GOODS

Source: Massell (1990)- Stanford University, USA.

2.1.1 DEMAND INSTABILITY

For many products, shifts in foreign demand form the major

source of fluctuations in exports receipts. An individual country is

confronted by a net foreign demand curve, based on aggregate world
demand and supply. Thus shifts in either the aggregate demand or the

aggregate supply curve will alter the position of the net demand curve.

Short-run shifts in aggregate supply result from the factors discussed

above. Short-run shifts in aggregate demand may arise from changes

in prices of competing goods or from cyclical changes in incomes (and
thus in expenditures).
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Some products are intrinsically more volatile than others and to

a large degree, this is due to demand-related factors to the extent that

shifts in demand arise from changes in purchasing power. These

shifts have a larger impact on an item the higher its short-run income

elasticity. Foods, with a relatively low income elasticity tend to be less

affected than most other goods. On the other hand, the demand for

raw materials is often considered to be relatively unstable. Thus,

countries that are heavily dependent on raw materials as a source of

exports receipts may tend to experience an above average degree of

export instability, whereas food-exporting countries may experience

greater stability.

The domestic demand curve may also be subject to short-run

instability, possibly associated with inappropriate monetary and/or

fiscal policy. Instability in domestic demand for a product (unless

fortuitously offset by a corresponding shift in supply) tends to produce

instability in the net export supply curve i.e. the curve relating the net

quantity offered abroad to the price. Fluctuations in the domestic

demand curve therefore produce effects much like those of supply

instability.

The elasticity of demand facing an individual country is

influenced in part by the elasticity of the total demand curve for the

product, but a much more important factor is the country's share of
the world market. A country whose exports form only an insignificant
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part of world trade can have a horizontal demand curve; whereas a

country whose exports form a larger part of world production can have

a demand curve with an elasticity closer to that of the total demand

curve.

2.1.2 SUPPLY INSTABILITY

Fluctuations in supply are more severe for some goods than for

others: foods and agricultural raw materials experience large short-

run supply instability. In the case of annual crops, supply

fluctuations may arise from a cobweb effect. For both annual and

perennial crops, pests, plant disease, and weather variability often

bring about sharp changes in supply.

Countries whose exports are heavily weighted with goods with

unstable supply curves will tend to experience greater instability in

the value of exports. The effect on a country's exports receipts of a

given degree of supply instability depends on the elasticity of foreign

demand. The greater the departure of this elasticity from unity, the

more pronounced is the effect on exports receipts of a shift in supply.

In general, the smaller the country's share of the market, the

more elastic the relevant demand curve will tend to be. If we assume

that a country is faced with a less than unitary elastic demand curve

in rare circumstances, it follows that the departure of the demand

elasticity from unity increases as the country's share of world market
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declines. As a result, supply fluctuations can be expected to generate

greater fluctuations in exports receipts from a product the smaller the

country's share of the world market.

2.2 THE UNFAVORABLE EFFECTS OF INSTABILITY

The general hypothesis that fluctuating exports receipts

adversely affects economic growth has basically three related parts:

SSA countries have a high degree of export instability (EI), secondly,

EI is transmitted to the rest of the economy and thirdly, EI per se is

detrimental to economic growth.

The arguments in support of this adverse effect are: economic

and political, uncertainty, bad planning, "speculative mentality",

inflation, import substitution and higher savings. Studies have shown

a neutral or unfavorable effect on the rate of growth and productivity

of capital while some showed a favorable effect on the rate of savings

explained by Keynes' permanent income hypothesis.

The different ways in which export instability may affect

development are: on the sources of growth (savings, investment and

productivity of capital), rate of growth and the pattern of growth

(inflation). Theoretically, there are two effects of export instability on

the sources of growth: the ratchet effects (results of the asymmetrical

effects of up and down movement) and risk effects. The ratchet effects

are based on the relative income hypothesis. This hypothesis says that
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individuals consumption is a function both of income relative to that

of other individuals and to the level of income in the current period.

The second part of this hypothesis explains the short run

consumption function, that individuals adjust easily to rising than

falling incomes. Declines or fluctuations in incomes of producers leads

to increases in consumption to maintain the standard of living with

the reaction of dissaving and so lower investments.

a) Effects on sources of growth

EI has an adverse effect on savings due to quantity instability

but a positive effect due to price instability (Guillaumont,1987).

Although not studied in the literature, EI can have a positive effect on

external financing (due to international liquidity ) and acts as a factor

of external indebtedness. The increase in capital inflows induces the

expansion of capital and current expenditures during export booms

without asymmetrical reduction during export shortfalls. The result is
that such ratchet effect is higher than a negative risk effect on capital

inflows. The effect of EI on the rate of investment is variable, while the

effect on productivity of capital is harmful due to quantity determined
instability. This can be explained by the misallocation of resources

and bad planning of investment induced by EI.

b) Effect on growth rates

The effect of export instability on growth rates tends to be

negative, this is due to quantity induced instability. The negative
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relationship is mainly transmitted through its effect on the growth

rate of agricultural output which strongly affects farmers' income and

increases their risk aversion. Export instability may also dampen the

growth rate particularly through it's effects on the productivity of

capital. The crucial effect on capital productivity arises from overages

and shortfall in investment decisions which lessen capital productivity

and increases indebtedness during export booms. Therefore, trade

policies need to incorporate countercyclical elements to eliminate or

reduce the influence of instability. This problem is further magnified

in countries that adopt inappropriate economic policies which tend to

worsen the situation.

The negative effect from quantity instability suggests that

international compensatory schemes for export shortfalls and

development aid to target stable growth production are more

important than international price stabilization schemes.

A country's total export receipts will tend to be more stable the

more diversified are its exports i.e. the larger the variety of goods it

exports, the more evenly its resources are spread over the different

goods. A country with a large share of its exports derived from a single

primary good or from several closely related goods will tend to

experience greater instability than a country with a widely diversified

export base.



The exports of many SSA countries are concentrated in a

relatively small number of primary commodities whose world prices

are volatile and whose values have been at historically low levels in

recent years. Fluctuations in commodity prices or quantities induce

fluctuation in real incomes and pose problems for macroeconomic

management and economic growth.

According to Deaton and Miller (1992), the importance of price

instability has increased since the 1970s due to the volatility in world

prices for primary commodities. Table 2.3 presents growth rates of

export receipts for a selection of African countries with two measures

of their coefficient of variation for the period 1980 to 1990.

In the late 1960s through the early 1970s, the prices of these

primary commodity exports were generally rising in real terms as

shown in the 1970 column in the table below. In 1973, these African

countries received on average the equivalent of around 2.5 percent of

national income in price increases.

In the five years after 1975, these countries benefited from

exports price growth. After this period there was a decline in growth
from 1980 to 85 due to falling real prices. During the period 1985 to

90, Nigeria and Ghana two economies usually thought to have

performed poorly, experienced large fluctuations in export receipts due
to price changes as shown by the coefficient of variations.



Zaire and Zambia, are largely dependent on copper and experience

high variability. In the case of Sierra Leone, variability is relatively low

compared to Cote d'Ivoire, Cameroon and Ghana, countries that share

almost the same composition of commodity exports, though high

compared to Tanzania. The country's contribution to world market is

much lower than Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana.
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Table 2.3 GROWTH AND VARIABILITY OF EXPORT RECEIPTS
AND MAIN COMMODITY EXPORTS FOR SELECTED
AFRICAN COUNTRIES

Countries Growth Rates of Export

Receipts

1970 1980 1990

Coefficient of

Variation of Export

Receipts

(1) (2)

Main Commodity

Exports

Cameroon 15.2 -2.9 -6.7 18.8 21.5 Cocoa, Coffee,Cotton

Oil

Cote d'Ivoire 15.6 -3.0 -4.4 10.8 22.2 Cocoa,Coffee,Cotton

Logs

Ghana 15.4 -4.0 -8.5 15.0 17.6 Bauxite, Cocoa,Gold,

Logs

Kenya 13.7 -3.4 -4.2 12.0 18.0 Coffee, Sisal,Tea

Madagascar 13.2 -1.2 -0.4 6.7 18.7 Coffee, Sisal, Sugar

Nigeria 20.2 -4.0 -3.8 31.2 25.8 Cocoa, Oil

Sierra Leone 6.7 -3.6 -4.5 9.2 9.7 Cocoa, Coffee,Iron,

Bauxite

Sudan 10.1 -6.2 5.3 12.4 12.0 Groundnuts,

Cotton

Tanzania 11.4 -3.8 0.1 5.9 8.3 Cotton,Coffee, Sisal,

Sugar,Tea

Zaire 11.0 -5.6 4.5 13.2 16.9 Coffee, Copper, Gold,
Oil

Zambia 10.9 -8.1 12.4 28.5 28.2 Copper

Zimbabwe 9.6 -5.4 7.3 14.4 9.3 Cotton, N ickel,Tea,

Meat,Gold

Source: "International Commodity Prices, MacroPerformance and
Politics" Deaton and Miller (1992).

Notes: The first four columns of export data are calculated from
merchandise export series in World Bank, 1992. The coefficient of variation
(1) is the unit values for 1980 to 1990. The second column of coefficient of
variation (2) is the real commodity price series. The second estimates differs
from the first in being (a) real, (b) probably more reliable, but (c) covering
only a selection of major exports.
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The variation in unit values is explained by movements in the

world prices of primary commodity exports. The existence of long-term

downward trend in export earnings due to falling real prices of

primary commodities has been controversial and frequently examined,

hence the Prebisch-Singer proposition. The table also shows that

primary commodity exports of SSA countries are predominantly

agricultural and mineral.
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CHAPTER THREE

LITERATURE REVIEW



The existing literature on export instability is reviewed to identify the

factors influencing it for LDCs. A review of past studies (majority being

cross sectional ) highlights the salient issues.

3.1 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Much of the literature analyzing the effects of export instability

was initially of a qualitative nature, largely due to the lack of data with

which to undertake empirical analysis. As a result, almost all studies

adopted the cross sectional approach and not single country studies

owing to serious data limitations. With the data base from the United

Nations, the IMF, World Bank and other agencies, a number of studies

have used cross section data to relate intercountry differences in

export instability to several structural variables.

Among the first studies to appear in this vein was by Coppock

(1962), and there have since been other significant studies by

MacBean (1966), Knudsen and Parnes (1975) and Lim (1991), as well

as a number of journal articles including Glezakos (1973, 1984) and

Helleiner (1986).

More recent studies have made the attempt at assessing the

fluctuations in commodity prices or the terms of trade on economic

growth (see Deaton and Miller (1992) and Lutz (1994). The results of

these empirical efforts have been mixed.
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Some studies have demonstrated a negative relationship while others

showed no effect or a positive relationship between export instability

and the economic growth rate.

In the 1960s and 1970s the studies conducted used structural

growth models that differed in the sample of LDCs chosen and the

method of selecting them, the time period chosen for analysis as well

as the explanatory variables included in the regression.

Coppock (1962) and MacBean (1966) used cross section

analysis to test the widely held view about the detrimental effects of

fluctuating exports receipts on the growth performance of developing

countries. In both studies instability indices were computed by using

deviations from a 5 year moving average measured as fluctuations

around a trend and regressed with some explanatory variables (GNP

as a function of imports, domestic fixed capital formation, domestic

prices and monetary reserves).

The results showed that there was a positive relationship

between the short-run export fluctuations and investment (where the

rate of growth in domestic fixed capital formation was used as a proxy

for investment); a positive relationship with the average rate of

increase in domestic prices, but no significant long-run relationship

between export fluctuations and the growth rate of national income

(GNP).



MacBean's study concluded that while for individual developing

countries, fluctuating export earnings may have seriously reduced

their ability to achieve high rates of economic growth, the evidence

indicates that in general, export fluctuations have not been a

significant obstacle to their economic development. His policy

recommendations suggested income stabilization policies on the basis

of the statistical results he obtained.

Kenen and Voivodas (1972) reconsidered the findings of

MacBean by examining three possibilities or limitations to his

analytical framework that might produce different results using a

deterministic trend in a Harrod-Domar model. The model adopted a

derivative procedure which included an incremental capital-output

ratio as a determinant of real GDP growth.

They presented a broader statistical framework by using a

different measure of instability (the coefficient of variation), twenty

years of data series and a larger group of countries5. Their findings do

not contradict MacBean's study but reaffirmed the hypothesis of a

negative trend evidenced in the long-term fluctuations in export

earnings. In addition, the study emphasized one new relationship,

that there exists a strong negative relationship between export

instability and the level of investments in developing countries.

5 Kenen and Voivodas (1972) increased the sample size of MacBean (1966) from a
sample of 11 to 30 LDCs covering a larger period 1960-1980.
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Another study with similar results is Yotopoulos and Nugent

(1977) in which the argument was further analyzed in support of the

insignificant effect of export instability on economic growth. They used

a different set of instability indices that involved weighting, defined as

ratios of trend corrected variations of foreign market instability for

various commodity classes of export goods. The explanatory variables

used were ratios of the corrected trends to explain foreign demand

fluctuations and domestic consumption to exports.

Lam (1978) analyzed the relationship between export instability

and economic growth and found that there exists a positive and

significant association between them. His approach of trend analysis

was important as he affirmed that export instability is associated in

general with the rates of export earnings in West Pacific countries. His

findings differed sharply from previous studies as he claimed that

previous studies failed to account for the rate and direction of export

fluctuations over time.

This positive relationship was also examined by Savvides (1984)

on a sample of Asian countries which had a large proportion of their

exports receipts derived from primary commodities. He used an

intertemporal current account model (ICA) that considered a small

developing country with a single composite commodity not

domestically produced, deriving a lifetime innovation variance term in

export earnings.
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The results showed that a positive relationship occurs when countries

respond to export instability by reducing consumption levels. This

process if repeated over a period of time increases savings and hence

the rate of investment.

The following studies have demonstrated the negative effects of

export instability on the supply of output and other linkage effects on

the economy of LDCs.

Voivodas (1973) did a study focusing on the subject of whether

export instability has a detrimental effect on the level of investment for

primary producing countries. His study took into account the premise

put forward by Hawking, Epstein and Gonzales (1966) which states

that, "fluctuations in export receipts of developing countries tend to

cause similar fluctuations in the ability to import because

international reserves of under-developed countries are limited and

because aid and investment from advanced countries are not

necessarily compensating. If, as a result, imports essential for

development are forced to fluctuate, development will be unstable, if

not retarded, and a steady progression to sustained economic growth

will be made extremely difficult."

He investigated two hypotheses based on this relationship.

First, he examined how the level of exports and foreign capital inflows

were related to the level of domestic investment through the

dependence of the latter on capital goods imports which are in turn
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financed by foreign exchange receipts. Second, in relation to the rate

of growth of output, he introduced a variable for exports, foreign

capital inflows and a measure of export instability into the same

argument. The instability index was defined as the standard error of

estimate derived from the linear regression on time for both the export

and foreign capital inflow variables.

The regression results obtained from the study indicate that

export instability tends to be negatively correlated with the rate of

growth of primary producing countries' total product, while no

significant relationship was obtained between the instability of foreign

capital inflow and the rate of growth of total product. This result was

regarded to be consistent with a direct relationship between the

change of export receipts and that of domestic product as specified by

a foreign trade multiplier formulation.

The more recent studies conducted by Glezakos (1984),

Gyimah-Brempong (1991) and Fosu (1992) all used the derived

instability index as a measure of the level of volatility of exports in

their growth equations. Gyimah-Brempong and Fosu in particular

moved away from the general structural growth models to the use of

an aggregate production function that included not only the

neoclassical production inputs of capital and labor but also exports as

an explanatory variable.
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Glezakos (1984) conducted his study to determine the effects of

export instability on economic growth and the growth of exports, for a

sample of 10 primary producing less developed countries. His primary

objective was to determine and evaluate the relative importance of

export price and export quantity effects on economic growth.

He derived an instability index which was the arithmetic mean

of the absolute values of yearly changes in a times series corrected for

the trend and expressed as a percentage of the average of total

observations. He regressed real per capita income growth rate on

export instability, and his results showed a significant negative effect

on real per capita income growth rate.

This variable was used instead of the income growth rate to

avoid methodological errors of variable distortions in comparison with

studies like Coppock (1962). He went on further to verify the

argument that export instability inhibits economic growth even via its

detrimental effects on the growth of exports. To support his argument

he showed the relationship between export instability and the growth

rate of exports, as well as that between the growth rate of exports and

the income growth rate. His results supported the hypothesis that

price instability acts as a more serious deterrent to income growth

than volume instability and his policy recommendations advocated for

policies of producers' price rather than producers' income stabilization

schemes. The results supported the argument that export instability is
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significantly harmful to the growth of exports and that the growth rate

of exports is an important factor for economic growth.

The study by Gyimah-Brempong (1991) was of special reference

and relation to African countries. He conducted an empirical research

on some African countries using cross sectional data related to the

1960-86 period. He focused on the effects of export instability rather

than the sources and argued that countries in the region shared some

similar economic characteristics (low per capita income and growth

rates, largely agrarian economies). He adopted a different approach by

estimating a neoclassical growth equation in which export instability

was one of the explanatory variables. This approach regressed

economic growth rate on export instability and the other explanatory

variables to capture the effects of the index and the other variables on

economic growth.

Gyimah-Brempong's study incorporated aspects of the work by

Moran (1983) which investigated the relationships between domestic

savings rate and economic growth rate on the one hand; and export

instability on the other, in a sample of LDCs which included only

European countries without any from SSA. Moran (1983) finds that

export instability has no significant long-run impact on either

domestic savings rate or economic growth rate. However, over

relatively short periods of time, export instability has a negative and

significant effect on savings and economic growth rate.
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Hence the study concludes that the negative effect occurs when the

negative effects of price and quantity fluctuations reinforce each other.

On the other hand, when the negative effect of price fluctuations is

counterbalanced by the effects of quantity fluctuations, export

instability has no effect on economic growth.

His study differed from Moran's in the methodology used and

the sample of African countries that were selected. He specified a

growth equation of the form:

Y = Y( K, L, Xa, EI )

Where the growth rate of output (Y) is a function of the growth rates of

labor (L), capital (K) and the trend growth rate of exports (AX) as well

as instability in export earnings (EI).

He highlighted the relationship between export instability and

economic growth due to producer's aversion to risk. In his view, due to

the element of risk, producers tend to invest resources (i.e. foreign

exchange reserves) as insurance against fluctuating export earnings.

His results indicated that economic growth rate is positively related to

the growth rate of the labor force and capital but there exists a

significant but negative relationship with export instability.

Fosu (1992) conducted his study focusing on a selection of
African and Asian countries (related period 1970-86).
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Unlike the typical study on the export instability-growth nexus, his

study analyzes the influence of export instability (EI) within the

framework of an augmented production function, the arguments of

which comprise EI as well as growth of capital, labor and exports. He

tried to distinguish between the overall impact of EI when other

functional arguments are allowed to vary and the direct effect

independent of production input levels. This study though similar to

the work of Gyimah-Brempong is different with regards to: a) use of an

exponential then a quadratic instability index for a sample of Asian

countries, b) use of Bartlett likelihood ratio test statistic for

heteroscedasticity and c) the results showed export instability having

an insignificant effect on economic growth.

His findings suggest that when capital, labor and exports

growth are controlled for, El seems to exert a rather insignificant

impact on the GDP growth of African Countries. The negative effect on

growth in non-African LDCs (Asia) seemed to be significant. His

explanation of these findings was that African LDCs may depend less

on exports as sources of investment funds than other LDCs. This

would be the case, for instance, if relatively large export fluctuations

for African LDCs prompted the availability of alternative compensating

investment funding such as borrowing from the World Bank.

This was suggested in the study conducted by Kenen and

Viovodas (1972) whose evidence was in support of the hypothesis that
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alternative sources of investment funding are used to effectively

smooth out capital formation fluctuations that prove detrimental to

economic growth due to a reduction in production efficiency.

Most of the past studies have used cross sectional data analysis

in a multi-country framework and rarely have they used single

country studies. The work of Polume (1992) was an exception as it

focused on the effects of export instability in Papua New Guinea. His

study was based on the period 1961-1983 and was among the few

that have focused on only one country. He first developed a model to

test the hypothesis concerning the effects of exports instability on the

economy of Papua New Guinea. The instability index developed used

the coefficient of variation method, and obtained a 5 year centered

moving average of real exports over the 23 year period. He estimated a

number of single regression analysis with a series of domestic

dependent variables like the country's GDP, government expenditure,

private expenditure, fixed investment, imports, capital inflow and

savings against the export instability index as the independent

variable.
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The single regression equations were of the form:

Yt =ao + ai Elt Where Yt = growth rate of GDP, and

Elt = instability index

GEt =bo+ biEIt Where GEt = growth rate of government expenditure

PEt = co + ciEIt Where PEt = growth rate of private expenditure

CFt= do + diEIt Where CFt = gross fixed capital formation

The same form of the above equations were investigated regressing

imports, exports, savings, investment, capital inflows and total

employment as the dependent variables and EI as the explanatory

variable. He went a stage further to do a series of multiple regression

analysis by regressing the GDP as independent variable, against

variables influenced by external factors (capital inflows and the terms

of trade) and EI.

His estimated multiple regression equations are as follows:

a.) Yt = eo + eiEIt + e2KIt + eaTOTt + Wt

b) Yt = fo + fiEIt + f2KIt + Wt

c) Yt = go + giEIt + g2TOTt + Wt

Where growth rate of GDP (Yt ) is a function of the export instability

index ( EIt ), capital inflows (Kit )and terms of trade (TOT t ).
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His results showed that economic growth was positively correlated to

capital inflows from abroad and terms of trade, thereby supporting the

hypothesis that economic growth is enhanced by the flow of capital

and also has a favorable relationship with the terms of trade.

However, the results also showed that export instability does not have

an adverse effect on the overall economy of Papua New Guinea but

rather the effects are offset by other variables like capital inflows.

Polume however concluded that export instability is indeed a growing

cause for concern to Papua New Guinea.

Lutz (1994) assessed the effect of terms of trade volatility on

output growth. He adopted the moving average method to derive his

instability index which was a trend compared to other studies that

used the exponential approach6. His model included the element of

uncertainty on output found in two-gap models emphasizing volatility

of terms of trade on output growth.

His methodology combined cross section and time series data

analysis (related period 1968-88) in order to obtain a maximum degree

of power from the limited data on individual countries' terms of trade.

The resulting size of the data set permitted splitting the sample into

6 In this case instability is measured as short term or yearly fluctuations of expoi t
proceeds around the growth trend of exports. When trend line of export growth is
exponential, the trend values of exports are computed with an exponential growth
trend: logXt=a+rt+Et. The log Xt refers to the natural log of merchandise exports of
year t, r the growth rate of exports and Et the error term for year t. The difference
between the actual and expected values (in log) of a country's exports is represented
by Et and the estimated standard deviation of Et is used as the index.
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relevant subgroups to allow for structural differences between

countries. The results showed that temporary deviations from the

trend and the degree of volatility in the income terms of trade (ITT)

have significant negative effects on growth. ITT can be defined as a

value where the net barter terms of trade are weighted by the volume

of exports which indicates the purchasing power of exports. This was

true not only for the total sample estimates but also for the majority of

sub-samples. The second part of his analysis decomposed the

variances of the income terms of trade into variances and covariances

of their components. This showed that for most groups export volume

instability contributed a significant part to overall ITT instability.

The studies which follow examined the basis for the theory that

countries react to increases in export instability by increasing their

level of savings. The resulting asset accumulations would then act as

the country's insurance against the greater riskiness in it's income

streams.

Ghosh and Ostiy (1994) conducted a study to explain export

instability and savings behavior in a sample of 60 developing

countries. The hypothesis tested the precautionary savings motive in

an uncertain situation with incomplete markets. They tested the

proposition that greater uncertainty in export earnings should be

correlated with increasing savings. The model utilized the concept of

Granger causality to forecast the future causes and effects of export
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earnings instability, using a structural two stage least squares model

which regressed savings against the expected present value of real

export earnings and the variance term. The results showed that

controlling other factors of savings behavior, increased uncertainty of

real export earnings means agents increase their precautionary

savings to insure themselves against increased risk in their income

streams. This reflected varied differences in the savings of LDCs.

A recent approach by Dawe (1996) examined the effects of

instability on investment and economic growth. He argued that past

cross sectional empirical studies (either in prices or in value terms)

used an incorrect measure of instability that does not take account of

the share of exports in GDP (related period 1965-85). Using a different

instability index and a set of explanatory variables he found that in a

sample of 85 countries, export instability was positively associated

with investment but negatively associated with economic growth. He

used a neoclassical growth model for an open economy, including a

variable representing trade policy in his argument.

The hypothesis tested showed a negative response to

fluctuations in income streams of economic agents in LDCs. His study

also tested the impact of instability on the efficiency of investment. He

argued that if incomes in an important sector of the economy are

unstable these changing incomes will induce instability in demand in

other sectors of the economy.
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He subjected his results to extensive sensitivity analysis where

he employed two instability indices from the normalized income and

the normalized exports approach, using moving averages. His results

were consistent with the view that export instability negatively affects

economic growth, although he could not explain the positive

relationship with investment which was inconsistent with previous

studies.
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CHAPTER FOUR

METHODOLOGY



An important a priori consideration in analyzing the relationship

between EI and the growth rate of output is that the impact is

indeterminate. This is primarily because countries respond differently

to fluctuations in export earnings. They may react by reducing

consumption or, alternatively, it might be that incomes are already so

low that any further reduction leads to a reduction in savings, in order

to maintain subsistence living standards in the country. Export

instability under such circumstances leads to a reduction in

investment and hence reduction of growth in output. In this regard,

the response for a particular country or group of countries cannot be

determined a priori but only empirically.

This chapter presents the methodology to be adopted, the model

specification, sources of data and limitations and the evaluation

procedure for the regression results.

4.1 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Two major effects of export instability on investment and economic

growth to be examined are: 1) export instability reduces productive

efficiency by creating uncertainty in supply of foreign exchange for

capital good imports on a timely basis and 2) export instability

discourages capital formation and output.
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In general, nations react to export instability in various ways,

one is by reducing consumption thus increasing investable funds and

hence increasing the growth rate of output. Others maintain

consumption levels which in a long-run reduces savings and the

growth rate of output. On the other hand, others respond through the

dependence of producer's aversion to risk7.

How exports encourage economic growth and development is

reviewed in relation to the production process. Export instability

reduces productivity and efficiency by affecting the supply of foreign

exchange necessary for vital production inputs on a regular and timely

basis. The increase in the output of export goods generates foreign

exchange for improved infrastructure, transport and communication

systems etc. Investment opportunities open up in non-traded sectors

due to the supply of inputs, creation of production facilities, the

transfer of factors from the rest of the economy to productive sectors

raising the overall rate of economic growth (Balassa, 1978). Instability

reduces the level of investment because of uncertainty and business

speculation, and generates inflation. A low level of investment can

mean, ceteris paribus, a low rate of economic growth given a capital

centered framework.

7 A risk-aversion producer will invest resources to insure himself against
fluctuations in export eqrnings, building foreign exchange reserves. While a risk
neutral producer will not devote his resources to such an insurance scheme.
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4.2 METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted for this study is the use of

econometric analysis, some diagnostic tests and a sensitivity analysis.

Firstly, the hypothesis will be tested whether export instability

transmits a negative, positive or an insignificant effect on the

economic growth of sub-Saharan African countries. The sample is

comprised of SSA countries for which primary commodities account

for over 70 percent of their total exports and are categorized as low-

middle income countries (GDP per capita of US $ 800 or below ).

Secondly, we will examine to what extent economic growth is

influenced by the indirect effects through domestic factors or is

subject to the influence of external factors. Some of the major causes

of the instability of export receipts is due to these disturbances i.e.

domestic supply, domestic demand or foreign demand factors. The

economies of the selected sample will be analyzed to explore the

effects of these mechanisms on the export sector. The study will derive

a measure of export instability to assess its effects on economic

growth.

4.2.1 SPECIFICATION OF THE MODEL

The approach to be adopted uses an extended cobb-douglas

production function and some inferences from the models by Gyimah-

Brempong (1991) and Dawe (1996).
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This function serves as the base model which looks at the effects of

labor and capital inputs on real output with the addition of the export

variable, which although not part of the neoclassical argument of the

aggregate production function is employed to reflect those

international factors influencing productivity but not captured by

labor and capital. The model also includes a number of structural

variables depicting the transmission effects due to fluctuating export

earnings, thus it was necessary to modify these models. The

characteristics of the model have special applications to Sub-Saharan

African countries as compared to other LDCs. The reduced form of the

model not only examines the structural relationships but also the

assumption of common coefficients across countries.

Furthermore, the model is modified differently compared to

earlier studies in that it specifies and estimates a number of

neoclassical growth variables, which unlike other methodologies of

earlier studies had regressed economic growth or some indicators of

economic development on only export instability. The blend between

these models allowed the analysis to be conducted from an

encompassing standpoint, where initially many variables included are

later dropped having found to be redundant after conducting a series

of rigorous specification and diagnostic tests. The more general

economic growth framework is more comprehensive and therefore
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more adequately determines the effects of export instability on

economic growth.

Similar to Dawe's (1996) method, the investment share of GDP

and the growth of GDP per capita were the dependent variables for the

sample of countries. The three growth equations derived regressed the

dependent variables on not only the calculated export instability index

but also a number of explanatory variables which help to explain

economic growth.

Cross section analysis8 was used for a large enough sample size

to take account of the problems normally encountered due to the

insufficiency of data. In the analysis proxy variables were used to

represent variables with non available data and also where necessary

lag structures were introduced. The ordinary least squares (OLS)

method was adopted.

Much of the previous empirical work simply regressed growth

and investment on some measure of instability to see if the coefficient

on instability was statistically significant in either or both equations.

In some cases, some other explanatory variables were included,

although this has not typically been the case. This was largely due to

the lack of the necessary data at the time some of these studies were

done. This study uses a new measure of instability and includes a rich

8 Cross sectional analysis uses data giving information on variables concerning
individual agents (e.g.consumers or producers) at given points in time. It may also
refer to aggregate variables of different countries (or other regional entities) of the
same time in international comparative studies (see annex 4 page 132).
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set of complementary independent variables in order to improve the

specification of the model and increase the explanatory power of the

regressions. Table 4.1 below gives a detailed list of the explanatory

variables for the regression equations.

The empirical results were compared with the work of Kormendi

and Meguire (1985), Barro (1991) and the results from the sensitivity

analysis with Learner (1983, 1985), Learner and Leonard (1983) and

Levine and Renelt (1992).
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TABLE 4.1 - LIST OF VARIABLES USED IN THE GROWTH AND

INVESTMENT EQUATIONS, 1960-1994.

GRGDP Annual growth rate of GDP per worker

(international prices)

INV Average investment share of GDP

PRIM Primary school enrollment rates

SEC Secondary school enrollment rates

GPOP Annual growth rate of population

LGDP Level of GDP per worker

PPPI Purchasing Power Parity index of the price of
investment goods (US = 1)

EI Average annual export instability index
GREX Annual growth rate of exports

AVINFL Annual average rate of inflation

STDINFL Standard deviation of the inflation rate

GOVCON Average share of government consumption in GDP
PPIDEV Index of market distortions (derived from Barro, 1991).

The functional relationships are as follows:

A) INVESTMENT FUNCTION:

INVt = f ( PRIMt, SECt, PPPIt, GPOPt, LGDPt, EIt, GREXt, AVINFLt,
STDINFLt, GOVCONt )

B) GROWTH FUNCTION:

GRGDPt = f ( INVt, PRIMt, SECt, GPOPt, LGDPt, EIt, GREXt, AVINFLt,
STDINFLt, GOVCONt, PPIDEVt )
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The variable for growth per worker (GRGDP) is a proxy for

economic growth measured over the period 1960-94. The measure of

GDP is an income measure, used to capture any direct effect on the

growth rate of GDP. For example a boom in the world price of a

country's main export will directly increase income in the economy

because the increased income can purchase a larger volume of goods

and services on the international markets.

Export instability indices were computed using formulas (see

page 71) with export data from 1960-94. The export data were

converted to real terms using the United States CPI as the deflator.

The instability index computed for any given country is the

average of the annual normalizations by income of the absolute value

of the annual deviations from a centered moving average. The

countries included in the analysis were chosen from the same region

and also on the basis of data availability. These 33 African countries

are listed in annex 1, page 125 below. For each country, the variables

were measured for each observation as a percentage average over the

year. This method of taking the averages of annual observations over a

relatively long period of time is likely to improve the reliability of the

data since measurement errors are minimized.
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The a priori expectation is that economic growth and investment will

have a negative relationship with export instability. In other words,

the signs of the instability index coefficient are expected to be

negative.

The functional form of the equations are transferred into linear

equations of the form:

THE INVESTMENT EQUATION

INVt = ao + aiPRIMt + a2 SECt + a3 PPPIt + a4 GPOPt + as LGDPt + a6 Elt
+ a7 GREXt + a8 AVINFLt + a9 STDINFLt + aio GOVCONt + eu (1)

THE GROWTH EQUATION

GRGDPt = bo + bilNVt + b2 PRIMt + b3 SECt + b4 GPOPt + b5 LGDPt + b6
Elt + by GREXt + b8 AVINFLt + b9 STDINFLt + bio GOVCONt + bn
PPIDEVt + e2t (2)

Table 4.1 page 64 above provides the definitions of the variables, and

ai and bi are parameter estimates.

The findings of earlier studies had showed that export instability

affects growth in two ways from which was derived two growth

equations. The first equation includes all the conditioning variables

that were used in the investment function to test the effect of export

instability on the GDP growth rate. The second equation considers the
second effect through the rate of return on investment.
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This is examined by regressing growth on export instability and other

variables while controlling for investment.

The share of investment in GDP is used as the dependent

variable for the investment function. Expressing capital formation as a

proportion of GDP is often used in economic growth models. This

measure neutralizes unit differences across countries and time since

investment data are typically expressed in nominal values of the

domestic currency. The data was transformed into growth rates. This

transformation gives a better measure of the fluctuating influences on

the variables, except the EI variable which was entered as the level of

volatility. The rationale for the inclusion of these explanatory variables

are summarized below.

Per capita growth rate is expected to be inversely related to the

starting level of income per person as has been confirmed in many

neoclassical growth models like Solow (1956) and Koopmans (1965).

There is the tendency for poor countries with similar structural

parameters for preferences and technology to grow faster than rich
countries and thus creates a force of convergence in the levels of per

capita income across countries. As a result, poor countries which
generally have low ratios of capital to labor have high marginal
product of capital and thereby tend to grow at higher rates.
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The starting level of human capital is important in growth

models as countries with greater initial stocks of human capital

experience a more rapid rate of introduction of new goods and can

easily absorb the new ideas discovered from elsewhere. Therefore, a

follower country with more human capital tends to grow faster since it

catches up more rapidly to the technological leader.

The primary and secondary school enrollment rates were used

as proxies for human capital. These variables are defined as a

measure of the number of students enrolled in the designated grade

levels relative to the total population of the corresponding age group.

In most instances, school enrollment rates for the period 1960-

69 for example, might be low relative to the values associated with

1960-69 per capita GDP. This reflects the physical capital during the

colonial era which was high, in relation to the amount of current

initial human capital, as well as relatively high quantities of natural

resources.

Some theories have confirmed that in growth models there is a

relationship between per capita growth and the investment to GDP

ratio and that they seem to be positively and directly related. This is

due to the fact that an exogenous improvement in productivity tends

to raise both the growth rate and the investment ratio.

The variable of population growth rate is proxy for labor growth

in empirical work on growth models and the usual caveat holds as to
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its suitability which relies on the assumption of constant labor force

participation rate.

The ratio of the real government consumption expenditure to

real GDP was used and the expected relationship is a negative effect

on both investment and growth. It is believed that government

consumption has no direct effect on private productivity because it

tends to lower investment and growth by the distorting effects of

taxation or government expenditure programs.

It has been argued quite often that the distortions of market

prices have a negative impact on growth (Agarwala, 1983). Due to the

intimate connection between investment and growth, market

influences could be especially important if they apply to capital goods.

In the study conducted by Summers and Heston (1988), the

purchasing power parity was used to quantify these types of market

distortions for a large sample of countries. The purchasing power

parity (PPP) is calculated using the GDP deflator or the consumer

price index (CPI) as it is directly related to a country's level of

economic development and its currency to the United States dollar

presented in the price level form. It is also regarded as one version of

the real effective exchange rate used as proxy for a country's exchange

rate in relation to the United States dollar. In this study the proxy for

market distortions was derived from the deviation of the PPP ratio

based on the GDP deflator from the sample mean.
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4.2.2 MEASUREMENT OF THE INSTABILITY INDEX

In measuring export instability, authors have encountered

problems as past studies in the literature have normalized the annual

deviations of actual exports from their expected value by the level of

exports in that year. This method is not appropriate if one is trying to

assess the effects of instability on macro variables such as investment

and growth. Problems will arise in a cross sectional context if

countries vary in the level of importance of exports to the aggregate

economy as measured by the share of exports in GDP. For example, a

given level of export instability will have much greater repercussions

in Botswana than in Sudan. The same concern is relevant for studies

that use a measure of export prices or terms of trade as the

independent variable. This problem was addressed by normalizing the

deviations from expected exports by GDP instead of by exports, which

took into account the widely varying export shares likely to be present

in a cross section.

For the purpose of this study, two measures of export instability are

calculated: one normalized by income ( Vy ) and the other normalized

by exports ( Vx ).
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Instability is defined as the average annual normalization of the

absolute value of the difference between annual exports and a

centered five-year moving average.

The formulas are of the form and are represented by EI in Table 4.1:

a)
ï T-2

v =—y
' T-A%

Xj~Xk
YJ

1 i+2
Where Xk =-^Xj

^k=j-2

b)
ï T-2

v =—y
T-4^

X
j - xk
Xj

Where Xk j^Xj
Jk=j-2

Where: Xj is annual exports; Xk is moving average of annual exports; Yj

growth rate of GDP and T represents the number of observations.
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To test for robustness of the index, 5 as well as 7 years centered

moving averages were used in the calculation of the index; thus, it was

possible to calculate annual deviations of exports for 1963-91,

because the 7 year moving average necessitates three extra years of

data at both the beginning and end of the series. For the calculation of

the instability indices, export data from World Bank Tables in United

States dollars were used, which means the presence of high domestic

inflation was minimized. The index derived was included as an

explanatory variable to capture the effects of fluctuating export

receipts on the economies of the sample of 33 sub-Saharan African

countries (annex 1).

The EViews 2.0 computer application package is used as the

appropriate econometric software for the related regression analysis.

4.2.3 JUSTIFICATION OF THE MODEL

This type of analysis suggests an econometric model based on a

production function, augmented by a measure of the degree of

fluctuating exports receipts and other structural and growth variables

explaining economic growth. The literature review reveals that earlier

studies adopted structural models merely regressing economic growth

on the instability index.
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The more recent method introduced the extended production function,

including not only the traditional production inputs of capital and

labor to explain economic growth, but also the inclusion of non-

classical inputs of factors of production to examine the responses and

interlinkages with other aspects of the economy e.g. inflation,

purchasing power parity and market distortion indices.

The second important point is that all the studies reviewed in

the literature adopted cross section analysis, except one which

conducted a single country analysis that was forced to use single

variable equations due to data constraints. Cross sectional techniques

has the advantage of overcoming the problem of intercorrelation of the

explanatory variables which tend to change contemporaneously

overtime (annex 4 page 132).

The variables in the model were based on economic theory

which measure economic policy. The background studies conducted

on development and growth literature by Levine and Renelt (1992)

were useful in minimizing the problem of mispecification by the

omission of relevant variables. A case in point is the capital

convergence principles of per capita incomes across countries. The

human capital component used the primary and secondary levels of

school enrollment rates as proxies to express the initial stock of

human capital per person rather than using a variable that relates the
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flow of investment in human capital. The stock of human capital

derived from formal education depends on current and lagged

enrollment rates.

4.3 SOURCES OF DATA AND LIMITATIONS

Data was obtained from the World Bank - World Tables for 1995

as recorded in the software STAR covering the period under study

(1960 - 1994).

A concerted effort was made to limit the number of data sources

in order to eliminate or reduce the problem of inconsistencies usually

present with multiple sources.

4.4 EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The notion of Learner's (1983) extreme-bounds analysis (EBA)

will be used to test the robustness of coefficient estimates to

alterations in the conditioning set of information. Subsets of the

explanatory variables are arranged to represent the base regression

variables and also those variables considered to be of importance in

previous studies.

A robust variable is one that remains statistically significant

and of the theoretically predicted sign when one or many of the

conditioning set of variables in the regression changes. The views of

Cooley and Leroy (1981) are considered, that economic theory

ordinarily does not generate a complete specification of which
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variables are to be held constant when statistical tests are performed

on the relation between the dependent variable and the independent

variable of primary interest. Thus many candidate regressions have

equal theoretical status, but the estimated coefficients on the

variables of interest in these regressions depend importantly on the

conditioning set of information.

The standard econometric tests: R2, adjusted R2, standard error

of the regression, F-statistics, t-statistics and Durbin Watson (DW)

were used to evaluate the overall goodness of fit of the variable

coefficients and to measure first order autocorrelation. These

statistical tools have been used to make a series of observations from

the regression results. The t-statistics measured at the 10 %, 5 %, and

1 % levels have been used to test the significance of these coefficients.

The signs and significance of the coefficients for the export instability

indices were of great. importance and the focus was on the a priori

agreement of the expected signs of the coefficients.

Tests are important because empirical research is an interactive

process which requires the specification of the relationships to be

estimated. Firstly, on the basis of economic theory and secondly

specifying the functional forms connecting variables.

The performance of the equations were checked using residual

and stability tests provided by the EViews software.
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The tests conducted were: Arch LM test, Serial Correlation LM test,

Normality, Ramsey and White's Heteroskedasticity test. In each of the

diagnostic tests conducted the null hypothesis was tested to verify the

underlying least squares assumptions and the aim is the validity of

the null hypothesis. The output of each test produces an F-statistic

with an accompanying probability. The probability gives an indication

of the levels of significance of the statistics tested. A probability value

of 0.05 or less shows a significance at the 5 percent level or less which

implies that the null hypothesis is rejected.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS



This chapter provides the interpretation of results from the

econometric and sensitivity analysis. The regression equations showed

the effects of export instability on the level of investment and the

growth rate of GDP.

5.1 ESTIMATION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

a) THE INVESTMENT FUNCTION

The analysis started with a baseline model where the

investment variable INV is regressed with only the instability index EI,

the results showed a low R2 of 0.099 and a DW of 2.43. The sign of EI

was negative and significant at the 10 percent level which implies that

EI negatively affects investment.

Figure B.5.1 gives a bar chart representation of the EI and investment

variable which illustrates the level of instability for exports proceeds

which is higher than investment. The figure plots the export instability

index (based on a 5 year moving average) which highlights the marked

fluctuations or volatility of export receipts and the investment

variable.
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In Table 5.1 the regression results reported used the measure of

instability Vy as defined by formula (a) on page 71, using deviations

from both a five and seven year centered moving average9.

9 In contrast, the moving average as the trend captures deviations of exports from
some " expected " value which is not achieved if linear or exponential trends are
used. This is because exponential trends used over a 20-30 year period to measure
expected values implies economic agents expected the trend in advance over this
time span. In view of rational expectations such results would be unrealistic. In the
same vein, a linear trend estimates a single trend and does not allow multiple trends
within the same period as, this leads to biases. For example, exports maybe sharply
increasing over the first half of the period and then decreases over the second half.
The moving average overcomes these problems due to its flexibility and implicit
provision to include multiple trends over the sample period.
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The results using the two indices were similar, therefore only the

results using the five year moving average are reported. The two

instability indices were calculated and the index normalized by income

Vy was regressed on the index normalized by exports. The R2 of this

regression was 0.55, this shows a reasonably appropriate specification

of the index. An R2 of very low magnitude (below 0.40) raises some

doubt about the specification of the index as detected in previous

empirical work in which conclusions drawn on the calculation method

of the instability index may need to be re-examined (e.g. Behrman,

1987).

Some structural variables were progressively introduced to this

base model as other explanatory variables to see their joint impact on

EI. The coefficient of the export instability index (EI) has a negative

sign and is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The negative

sign means that there is a decrease in investments due to the

increased instability in incomes. This implies that real incomes cannot

maintain the required level of consumption such that savings are

generated for investment. This negative association shows that

incomes are already so low that further reduction in export earnings

leads to a reduction in investment and hence, growth in output. The

size of the coefficient indicates that an increase in the average

absolute value of the deviations of exports from their five year moving
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average of 1 percent of GDP is associated with a decrease in the ratio

of investment to GDP of -0.163 percentage points.

TABLE 5.1-REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE INVESTMENT
FUNCTION

DEPENDENT VARIABLE INV

CONSTANT 0.399( 4.12 )
PRIM 0.148( 5.89 )**
SEC 0.394( 2.75 )
PPPI -0.050(-1.91)
LGDP -0.125(-2.92 )**
GPOP 0.151 ( 0.11 )
EI -0.163(-4.11 )***
GREX 0.922( 5.51 )***
AVINFL -0.105(-1.67 )
STDINFL -0.396(-2.96 )**
GOVCON(-l) -0.423(-3.18 )***
PPIDEV -

AR(1) 0.260( 2.29)
R2 0.974

Adj. R2 0.904

Standard error of regression 0.020

F-statistic 13.93

White test of Heteroskedasticity 21.86

Durbin-Watson (DW) 2.18

Number of observations 33

Note : The values in parenthesis are t statistics
* Denotes significance at the 10 % level.
** Denotes significance at the 5 % level
*** Denotes significance at the 1 % level

The sign and coefficient of EI was negative though insignificant until
the variable for government consumption (GOVCON) was included.

There was an increase in the R2 value from 0.723 to 0.974 which

showed an improvement in the goodness of fit of the variables.
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The lag structure was introduced and verified that the government

consumption variable has an effect on investment after some passage

of time and significant at the 1 percent level. This implies that

government consumption plays an important role in African

economies as it reinforced the negative effects of the instability index.

This confirms the view that government consumption is considered to

have an investment retarding effect as well as a growth retarding

effect.

As stated, the R2 value is 0.974 with an F-statistic of 13.93, a

DW of 2.18 and a standard error of estimate indicating that the model

relatively fits the data well. The R2 value indicates that the model

explains about 97 percent of the variation in the level of investment,

or that 97 percent of the fluctuations in the level of investment can be

attributed to all the explanatory variables including export volatility.

It showed that increases in primary school education are

associated with increases in investment and the coefficient for the

primary school education variable (PRIM) is significant at the 5

percent level. This means that in African economies the rate of return

on human capital increases over some range, an effect that would rise
because of spill over benefits from human capital.
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Therefore, increases in the quantity of human capital per person tend

to lead to higher rates of investment in human and physical capital,

hence leading to higher per capita growth.

If the variable PPPI which is the purchasing power parity index

of the price of investment goods is included in the regression, its

coefficient has the expected negative sign. This means there is a

negative association between the price of investment goods and the

quantity of investment. An increase in the price of investment goods

relative to the price of consumption goods is associated with reduced

investment.

Some of the other variables in the regression are also

statistically significant (LGDP and STDINFL ) and their coefficients are

relatively robust with respect to the inclusion or exclusion of various

conditioning variables when a sensitivity analysis was conducted.

The level of per capita income (LGDP) is significant at the 5

percent level and it confirms the negative effect on investment.

Contrary to theoretical expectations, the variable LGDP which

normally has a positive relationship with investment is negative, this

is attributed to the convergence principles. This implies that increases

in the level of per capita income leads to the convergence principles10

10 A study by Barro and Sala i Martin (1990) showed the tendency for poor countries
to grow faster than rich countries (termed p-convergence), this does not imply a
reduction in the dispersion of income levels (o-convergence) if each country's level of
income is continually subject to random disturbances.
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of diminishing returns to reproducible capital. Countries of low ratios

of capital to labor have high marginal products of capital thus

increasing growth.

The variable for standard deviation of inflation (STDINFL)

showed significance at the 5 percent level with a negative coefficient.

This implies that inflation has an adverse effect on the purchasing

power and investment levels of the economy. The increases in prices

discourages economic agents to save which lowers investment.

The coefficient of the export growth variable GREX is positive. It

is also statistically significant at the 1 percent level with the coefficient

being relatively high (0.922) indicating the generally accepted view

that exports growth enhances the level of investment.

The final regression results yielded a first order autoregressive

scheme AR(1) fitted to improve the results. The overall goodness of fit

implies that the problems of omitted or redundant variables are

minimized such that the standard error of the regression is very small

at 0.020.

The results indicate a positive relationship between investment

and human capital, labor and growth rate of exports; and a negative

relationship with price of investment goods, export instability,
inflation and government consumption. The regression results showed
the key variable EI as a critical determinant of economic growth.



In the two equations estimated this variable was statistically

significant with relatively high coefficients and t-statistic values at the

1 percent level of significance.

The overall result is consistent with the findings by Ghosh and

Ostry (1994) in their study on the effects of EI on investment and

economic growth in LDCs. Fluctuating exports receipts has an adverse

effect on investment, increases in export instability is associated with

decreasing investment thereby confirming the preponderance of the

variable in the tested hypothesis. In the case of Dawe (1996), there

was a positive relationship between investment and EI which he could

not explain.

The robustness of the export instability coefficient was tested by

an extreme bounds analysis (EBA). This test compares how the

magnitude and the standard error of the coefficient for export

instability change in response to the inclusion or exclusion of a variety
of different variables.

In conducting the sensitivity analysis, five variables were

designated to represent " I " variables (" I " indicating variables of

importance ) and these variables were included in all regressions. In
this study the five " I " variables are the four variables most commonly
controlled for in regressions explaining investment and growth and a

measure of the price of investment goods (PPPI) which is deemed

important by most economists.
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The variables are:

- population growth ( GPOP )

- the initial level of real GDP per worker ( LGDP )

- two measures of human capital ( PRIM and SEC )

- price of investment goods (PPPI).

As mentioned before, the empirical analysis used school enrollment

rates as proxies for human capital. Four remaining variables are

denoted as " Z "variables. This is because their importance is

controversial as they are ranked at a lower level of importance

compared to the " I " variables. The four " Z " variables are:

- the growth in exports ( GREX )

- the average rate of inflation ( AVINFL )

- the standard deviation of the rate of inflation ( STDINFL )

- government consumption ( GOVCON )

The index of market distortions denoted by PPPIDEV is assumed
*

to affect growth only by affecting the allocation of resources; it
therefore served as a " Z " variable in the growth regression but not in

the investment regression.

The sensitivity analysis was conducted by running regressions

using every possible linear combinations of the four " Z " variables.
This consists of 16 regressions all of which includes the instability
index and the five " I " variables and, this yielded a total of 32
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regressions in all. During the course of the EBA, the extreme

minimum and maximum values of the coefficient on export instability

were -0.101 and -0.163 respectively. In most cases the coefficient was

significant at the 1 percent level of significance. Thus, we can

conclude that the coefficient is reasonably stable and robust according

to the used criterion.

In order to verify that the traditional measure of export

instability was theoretically incorrect, we conducted a series of

regressions with the investment function using the traditional

measure of export instability (using a linear trend). The results

showed R2 in the regression declined from 0.974 to 0.475 although the

coefficient of export instability was again negative and significant11.

Furthermore, the coefficient of the traditional measure of export

instability was tested for its robustness and subjected to extreme

bounds analysis (EBA). It was showed that the magnitude of the
coefficient varied by a factor of more than 12 and the associated t-

statistics varied from -0.823 to -2.204. Therefore the use of" the old

measure is inappropriate as it implies no significant association with
investment at conventional significance levels.

11 A comparison of this nature (the coefficient of export instability derived through
this study and the traditional measure of export instability) cannot be made since
the two magnitudes of the coefficients are measuring different things.
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Table 5.2 RESULTS OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTS FOR THE

INVESTMENT FUNCTION

DEPENDENT VARIABLE INV

F-Statistics Probability

Serial Correlation LM Test 0.007 (0.979 )

Arch LM Test 0.423 (0.814 )

Normality Test-Jack Bera 0.166 (0.920)

Ramsey Reset Test 0.462 (0.545)

Source: Derived from Regression Analysis

NOTES: 1) The F-statistics of each diagnostic tests are presented
above. 2) The values in italics denotes the probabilities of these F-
statistics.

In addition to the sensitivity analysis a number of diagnostic

tests were conducted, the results of which are presented in Table 5.2

above. The overall results represented by their F-statistics and

probabilities were relatively good. The Serial Correlation LM test is a

general test of autocorrelation, whereas the ARCH test examines the

problem of heteroskedasticity and mispecification of the model. The
results show a very high probability (p-value) for the ARCH test of 81

percent, implying that the probability of the variation of the error term

being constant and equal to the standard deviation has an 81 percent
chance of occurring.
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The Serial Correlation LM test has a 97 percent probability that the

disturbance term is not correlated with each other.

The problem of heteroskedasticity can be important across

countries in cross national analysis and the White test seeks to verify

any mispecification of the model which in this case is not validated.

Finally, the Jarque Bera (tests for the normality of the

regression) and the Ramsey Reset test were performed which checks

the use of the dependent variables against the actual, fitted, fitted

squared and other variables. The Jarque Bera test for normality

yielded an F-statistic of 0.16 and a p-value of 0.92 which implies that
there is a high probability that the residual values are normally
distributed. In case of the Ramsey reset test the result yielded an F-

statistics of 0.46 and a probability of 0.54.
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b) THE GROWTH FUNCTION

Similar to the investment function, the growth variable (GRGDP)

was initially regressed with EI and the R2 was 0.05 and a DW of 2.20.

The coefficient of the index was negative though insignificant with a t-

statistics -1.34 showing the negative relationship between growth and

export instability.

Figure B.5.2 gives a bar chart representation of the EI and the growth

variable which is similar to figure B.5.1 in the previous section under

investment. The curve representing export instability is higher than

the growth rate of the whole sample.

A BAR CHART REPRESENTATION OF THE INSTABILITY INDEX
AND THE GROWTH VARIABLE

"é" ' ïo' ' ' Ï5' ' ' 2'o' ' ' 25 ' ' '3'0' ' ' 35
Sample of Countries

EU FIS GRGDP1

Source: Derived using data from Computer Software EViews ver. 2.0
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Export instability can affect growth via two channels:

* effect on investment (i.e.capital formation)

* the rate of return on investment.

This second channel was followed by Kormendi and Meguire (1985)

using the recursive procedure where GDP growth (as the dependent

variable) was regressed on export instability (together with other

variables) while controlling for investment. This derived a second

growth equation GRGDP2.

The regression results on the growth relations are shown in

Table 5.3 below and both yielded very high R2 of 0.987 and 0.981 with

DW of 2.25 and 2.24 respectively. This indicates the very strong

relationship of economic growth and the explanatory variables. In
GRGDP1 the coefficient on the investment ratio (INV) is positive as

expected and statistically significant at the 10 percent level. This
shows a positive correlation as increased levels of investment leads to
increased economic growth rates. This is consistent with the general

hypothesis and a priori expectations that investment enhances
growth.
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TABLE 5.3 REGRESSION RESULTS FOR THE GROWTH FUNCTION

DEPENDENT VARIABLE GRGDP (1) GRGDP (2)

CONSTANT -1.15 (-0.18 ) 4.88 (0.87 )
INV 1.05 ( 1.16 )* -

PRIM 3.20 ( 1.34 )* 3.87 (1.62 )*
SEC 1.99 ( 2.71 ) ** 2.14 (2.92 )**
PPPI -

-

LGDP -3.36 (-1.56 )** -4.67(-2.51 )**
GPOP -1.15 (-0.98 ) -1.78 (-1.68 )*
EI -7.57 (-3.33 )*** -7.39 (-3.18 )***
GREX 5.38 ( 4.51 )*** 6.51 ( 9.19 )***
AVINFL -6.34 (-1.55 )** -3.85 (-1.13 )
STDINFL -7.74 (-0.69 ) -1.42 (-1.49 )*
GOVCON -9.88 (-1.20 ) -2.21 (-0.42 )
PPIDEV -0.64 (-0.57 ) -0.17 (-0.17 )

R2 0.987 0.981

Adj. R2 0.936 0.931

Standard error of regression 0.70 0.73

F-statistic 19.49 19.67

White test of Heteroskedasticity 21.00 21.00

Number of observations 33 33

Durbin-Watson (DW) 2.25 2.24

Note : The values in parenthesis are t statistics
* Denotes significance at the 10 % level.
** Denotes significance at the 5 % level
*** Denotes significance at the 1 % level

The coefficient on the level of per capita income (LGDP) is

negative and statistically significant at the 5 percent level for both
growth equations consistent with the convergence of high and low
income economies (Barro 1991).
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The coefficient on the human capital variable PRIM is

statistically significant at the 10 percent level while SEC is significant

at the 5 percent level in the growth regression. This result implies that

human capital has a positive and significant effect on growth. These

proxies were positively associated with investment, therefore affirms

the argument that human capital and physical capital are

complements (accounting for the positive association with

investment). Also, human capital affects the type of investment (e.g.

investment in low technology or high technology industries).

The percentage change in United States CPI (proxy for inflation)
is a representation of the long run changes in real purchasing power

in the domestic and international economy. The standard deviation of

the rate of inflation (STDINFL) has a negative coefficient for GRGDP1
but statistically significant at 10 percent level for GRGDP2. An
alternative to unstable export earnings for financing investment

projects is the resort to deficit financing (borrowing from the Central
Bank), which monetises the deficit. This is transmitted in the economy

by price distortions, inflation and decreased economic growth.
The a priori assumption is that population growth is positively

related to economic growth. The results show the population growth
rate as negative and statistically significant at the 10 percent level for
the GRGDP2 equation.
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This is because in African economies increased population levels are

detrimental to growth due to increased consumption, reduced

productivity and other related factors.

The growth rate of exports has a positive relationship with GDP

and it is also significant at the 1 percent level for both GRGDP1 and

GRGDP2. It has been empirically proven that exports enhances

economic growth and increases in export earnings are transmitted to

other sectors of the economy, which leads to increases in economic

growth.

The coefficient on export instability in both growth regressions

are highly significant statistically (at the 1 percent level ), and it has a

negative sign. This is consistent with the findings of Gyimah-
Brempong (1991), Fosu (1992), and Dawe (1996), although in the case

of Fosu (1992) the coefficient for export instability was insignificant
though negative. After holding constant the additional investment
induced by higher export instability, fluctuations in export receipts is
associated with reduced growth consistent with a lower rate of return

on investment. This confirms Feder's (1982) hypothesis that exports

growth stimulates economic growth indirectly by enhancing
productivity of other inputs which can have a very large effect.

The robustness of the coefficient is again tested by using EBA.
The five " I " variables from the investment regression are used with
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the exception of the price of investment variable (PPPI), which

plausibly affects growth only through investment. The remaining four

"I" variables are augmented by the investment share of GDP, included

as an important determinant of growth. There are five " Z " variables

(the four earlier ones from the investment regression and the index of
1

market distortions PPIDEV).

The total of five " Z " variables leads to 32 possible linear

combinations and all of these regressions are run for the sensitivity

analysis. Across these regressions the coefficient on export instability

is bounded by the interval -1.08 to -7.39 and in most cases was

significant at the 1 percent level. As in the case of the investment

function, the estimated coefficient is reasonably stable and significant

statistically.

The problem of simultaneity is an element of concern for
investment and growth regressions and it is possible that general
economic instability which is unrelated to exports causes greater

export instability and reduces economic growth. Under such
circumstances the correlations in the reported regressions could be

spurious. To overcome this problem, a measure of export prices
(normalized by the share of export in the economy) was used as an

exogenous variable. The export prices alone will not provide a correct
measure of the desired independent variable, since instability in

quantities will also affect investment and growth.
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For example, unstable production due to drought or floods could

cause farmers with precautionary motives for savings to increase their

supply of savings and so investments. The unstable production would

also contribute to unstable purchasing power on the part of

producers, which would cause demand in other sectors of the

economy to shift (Deaton, 1992). The general economic instability

would cause decreased investment (i.e. capital flight) the result

showing a negative association between export instability and
investment.

In African economies what may not apply is the theory that

dictates that smoothing consumption streams and hence higher

welfare can be achieved if agents increase their savings (for

investment) when they perceive that the variability of their exports

receipts will increase. This is due to the negative association of the
export instability index on economic growth. Export instability
increases precautionary demand depending on several factors. For
example, 1) some countries have instituted explicit stabilization funds
whose purpose is to build up such balances to insure consumption
(i.e. public or private) upon the occurrence of commodity price shocks
and 2) others have accumulated (foreign) assets whose returns are
uncorrelated with the exports revenue accruing to the country.
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The net association of export instability with growth is the sum

of the negative association from the investment regression and the

negative association from the growth regression. This figure can be

calculated in two ways:

First, multiplying the coefficient on export instability in the investment

regression (-0.163) by the coefficient on investment in the growth

regression (1.05) and then add this product (in this case 0.171) to the
coefficient on export instability in the growth regression (-7.57). The

result of this calculation means that an increase in export instability

of 1 percent of GDP per year is associated with reduced growth of
0.739 percent per year.

The second, is by running the growth regression without controlling
for investment. Here investment is not held constant, therefore it

becomes unnecessary to add in an investment effect to the resulting
coefficient on export instability. The result of this regression yields an

almost similar result to that calculated in the first method. The net

effect of export instability on growth means an increase in export
instability of 1 percent of GDP per year which is associated with
reduced growth of 0.739 percent per year. This second procedure gives
a more accurate result because some value for the standard error is

generated.
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The negative association of export instability with growth is

consistent with a reduced rate of return on investment due to signal

extraction problems12.

This is also associated with the effect of uncertainty on

producers' decisions to invest when a positive shock to exports occur,

assuming investment increases due to the additional income (Lutz

1994). If capital markets are closed (as in the case of many LDCs in

Africa) this additional investment would depress the rate of return.

Alternatively, if their ability to adjust is limited in the case of a

negative shock, then uncertainty may create additional costs or

irreversibilities in investments leading to disinvestments. The rate of

return would not increase at the same scale in response to the

negative shock as compared to the decrease in the scenario for the
positive shock. On the average, instability would increase the quantity
of investment and reduce average rates of return if that investment

were irreversible and the economy were closed (lack of access) to

international capital markets.

12 In a situation where incomes in an important sector of the economy are unstable
(eg. export sector) these changing incomes will induce instability in demand in other
sectors of the economy. Generally, investment decisions are based on observed
prices, the price instability thus induced throughout the economy can potentially
affect long-run investment decisions by increasing the "noise" content of prices
(i.e.there is a signal extraction problem). A variation which is random and has no
systematic elements is referred to as "white noise .
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Finally the reduced form regression presented above looked at

the relationship between the investment boom scenario and the signal

extraction scenario as factors accounting for the results obtained. The

net association of export instability with growth is negative since the

marginal investment that occurs in the boom has a negative rate of
return due to inaccessibility to capital markets.

Table 2.3 page 38 showed that in 1990, Zambia and Zimbabwe

recorded the highest growth rates of exports receipts,whereas the
coefficient of variations(column 2) recorded Zambia then Nigeria with
the highest variations for a selection of SSA countries. This implies a

link between a rising export trend and GDP growth overtime and also
a correlation between export earnings fluctuations and domestic

income expansion.

Evidence has shown that due to the over dependence on few

exports for foreign exchange and imports, the net negative association
is consistent with instability causing price confusion and reducing the
rate of return on investment. This applies especially to African
countries dependent on agricultural exports e.g. cocoa, coffee and
cotton which are affected by the weather and other natural sources of
fluctuations.

There is the implication that rapid growth of the export sector
will not necessarily result in a noticeable growth of the economy.
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The effects of export expansion on other sectors of the economy

depends on the composition of exports. The structure of the export

sector in African economies tend to depend on primary products

which have limited backward and forward linkage effects {Glezakos,

1984). Gyimah-Brempong (1991) concentrating on the use of a typical

growth model derived similar regression results in the African

situation.

The results obtained for the diagnostic tests are presented in

Table 5.4 below, similar to the presentation for the investment

function showing the relative stability of the model. The serial

correlation LM test showed a probability of 79 percent in GRGDP1

compared to the results of GRGDP2 which indicated a probability of
36 percent. This implies the disturbance term are not serially
correlated, more so for the regression which includes the share of
investment to GDP variable. For both growth equations the

probabilities for the Arch LM test were 83 and 85 percent respectively.
The test validated the hypothesis that the coefficient of the lagged

squared residuals were all zero, therefore no Arch. The results of the
other tests were reasonably good as well.
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Table 5.4 RESULTS OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTS FOR THE GROWTH

FUNCTION

DEPENDENT VARIABLES GRGDP(l) GRGDP( 2 )

F-Statistic Prob. F-Statistic Prob.

Serial Correlation LM Test 0.301 (0.790) 0.161 (0.680)

Arch LM Test 0.044 (0.836) 0.034 (0.855)

Normality Test-Jarque Bera 0.691 (0.707) 0.567 (0.600)

Ramseys Reset 1.079 (0.407) 2.595 (0.205)

Source: Derived from Regression Analysis
NOTES: 1) The F-statistics of each diagnostic tests are presented
above. 2) The values in italics denote the probabilities of these F-
statistics.

5.2 SUMMARY

The study has shown that previous instability indices used to

assess the consequences of export instability on growth and
investment were calculated incorrectly. This was due to the fact that

the independent variable in earlier studies was improperly specified
and the parameter estimates generated were incorrect. An alternative
method, using the normalized procedure for calculating the measure

for instability in cross section data took proper account of the share of
exports in any given countiy.
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Once this index was calculated and used in the reduced form

regressions to help explain its effects on growth and investment, the

results obtained were consistent with a model in which increased

instability shifts in the supply of export incomes leads to a decrease in

investment. If we hold this effect constant, export instability is shown

to be negatively associated with growth. The magnitude and

significance of the coefficient on export instability in both the

investment and growth regressions were shown to be very robust.

Apart from the direct causal relationships existing , there is also
the aspect that sometimes the role of government policies can create a

further offsetting impact such that the effects of the relationships are

more clearly confirmed and defined. A case in point is the holding of
large foreign exchange reserves (as mentioned by Kenen and Voivodas)
which is done by most LDCs.

In summary, the net association of export instability with
growth is negative which is consistent with instability causing price
confusion and reducing the rate of return on investment.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

In conclusion this section presents the policies that can be

instituted for the reduction of export instability and desirable changes

for implementation.

The study was undertaken to verify the theoretical propositions

developed from the contributions of Prebisch and Singer by verifying

their hypothesis of the secular deterioration of export earnings for

countries dependent on primary commodities. It is pointed out that

greater volatility in commodity prices translates into increasing

exports variability with the response on producers' incomes which

does not protect consumption when large real income shocks occur.

The stated hypothesis is that greater uncertainty in export

earnings is correlated with decreased investment and growth. To test

these propositions, the study adopted a methodology that empirically
tested the expected relationships between various typical growth
variables and the derived instability index. The results from the

empirical analysis showed that the coefficient of export instability for
both investment and growth had the expected negative relationship.
The regression showed, to an acceptable level, that export instability
adversely affects the return on investment and economic growth in
sub-Saharan African countries.
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The result of the study, like the results of earlier research on the

já;,

subject, has developed policy implications for African economies. It

implies that for African countries a long term solution to the problem

would require the reduction of export instability, which involves

diversification of export products, focusing on the exports of

manufacture, creating incentives to exporters as well as reduced

government bureaucracies and controls.

Furthermore, another response to export instability in Africa is

foreign exchange and capital market reforms to counter effects of

fluctuations where the liberalization of these areas may succeed in

arresting the ill effects of short run fluctuations in exports. Therefore,

countries may be better off if market forces rather than governmental

controls determine resource allocations.

Consequently, there are certain policy implications that can be
deduced from the study which involve eliminating or reducing the

effects of export instability on economic growth. These include the

following:

a) promoting exports diversification and other structural policies in
line with a country's comparative advantage; agriculture should be
accorded higher priority in terms of resource allocation, extension
services, encouragement of small holder production, research and
development techniques and improved rural infrastructure (like roads,
bridges, electricity and water supplies); the experience of high-
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performing Asian economies indicates that a dynamic agricultural

sector is an important phase in the diversification process.

b) create and/or strengthen institutions or organizations for export

diversification to assist exporters and entrepreneurs access to the free

information flow in the export sector.

c) create an enabling macroeconomic environment to encourage

capital flows and access to capital markets eg.flexible exchange and

interest rates.

d) create incentives for exporters, i.e. agricultural exporters, by

discouraging government controls and other restrictions.

e) the appropriate implementation of price stabilization schemes that

respond to price variations, monetary and fiscal policies and
compensatory financing establishments.

f) the investment in human capital like in the South-East Asian
countries.

In this way, the study hopes the uncertainty of export proceeds
can be reduced and economies can enjoy marginal benefits from the

sector, by utilizing such scarce foreign exchange in investment
ventures which stimulates economic growth.

6.2 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:

Uncertain export earnings from primary commodities led to the
widespread adoption of import substitution and export diversification
strategies.
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The study presents the following policy recommendations for

consideration.

1) EXPORT DIVERSIFICATION POLICIES

Export diversification refers to changing the composition of

exports such that the relative contribution of each export category to

total export earnings changes with a view to establishing a wider

variety of exports with good market prospects abroad and not

subjected to identical variations in international prices. Therefore, the

aim in view is to change the composition of exports with the purpose

of increasing foreign exchange earnings. The main commodity exports

in Sierra Leone for example are unprocessed agricultural and mineral

products. The diversification into processing agricultural products like
Fruit Juice canning Industries, Fish canning and the mineral sector

should have a diamond cutting and polishing centre, key areas for

abundant foreign exchange earnings.

The empirical results suggest that in a world of changing
demand and supply conditions, SSA trade policies should be derived
from a well conceived export oriented strategy based on static and

dynamic comparative advantage. The Sierra Leone Export
Development and Investment Corporation (SLEDIC) was created for
the implementation of export promotion activities in expansion,
diversification, promotion and investments to achieve the goals of
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increased foreign exchange earnings and employment. The strategies

should consider demand and supply changes, risk aversion given

imperfect markets, environmental considerations and changes in

commercial policies.

Furthermore, in the development of new exports, a broad

awareness of the actions of potential competitors is essential to avoid

trading in easily flooded markets. Another way is increasing the range

of exports and liberalizing the export sector by abolishing export

licensing and state monopolies, thereby allowing exporters to respond

more quickly to changes in market conditions than is not possible

under such controls. The trade policies implemented in Sierra Leone

under SAPs emphasized ways of developing agricultural exports but

induced excess production of these products. The government made

attempts to diversify agricultural production by creating public

enterprises to foster the production of other crops e.g. Magbas Sugar

Processing factory and Magboli Fruit Juice factory.

Countries should develop their manufacturing sector through

policies that increase industrial capacity such as product

differentiation, creation of industrially productive environment and

development of infrastructure.

Government policies put in place should improve export

decisions of private agents via active industrial trade policies, even in
the absence of complete markets. Risk averse countries should opt for
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a diversified production mix even though this results in lower

expected income if they achieve lower variability of income in the

process. Such portfolio diversification" approach explains why

countries produce a broader variety of goods (import substitution) or

have a broad mix of exports (export diversification) than standard

comparative advantage theory would predict.

2) DOMESTIC POLICIES

The external shocks attributed to uncertain access to and cost

of foreign capital have been intricately related to the domestic policies

implemented in many African economies. Following the debt crisis of

the 1980s, the uncertain interest rates on variable rate loans and

credit rationing by commercial lenders posed potential risks for

developing countries. Private capital flows surged in early 1990 after a

decade of financial retrenchment and economic adjustment in debt

ridden countries. Under the circumstances, domestic policies have

focused on trade policies with market friendly initiatives in favor of the
export sector: a) the depreciation of the real exchange rate for exports
and b) central banks' control of the domestic money supply which can
led to inflation. It is therefore recommended that domestic policies

should take account of the uncertainty about fluctuations in world

markets for exports e.g.floating exchange rates.
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Domestic shocks from questionable economic policies have also

been identified as a major source of poor growth performance and

presumably high income variability over time.

The World bank (1994) argues that the role of external shocks in

explaining African economies' poor macroeconomic performance has

been overstated, as domestic policy errors, the report claims have

been important. Thus it is recommended that policies should be

designed to suit the temporary or permanent export booms or busts or

shocks to the countries' terms of trade and these policies must be

both commodity as well as country specific.

Implications from the theory of comparative advantage brought

the belief that private markets can achieve optimal export

diversification, may make an active government policy unnecessary.

There is the argument that government intervention in some cases

may be political rather than economic and such intervention brings

along its trail of misallocation and inefficient utilization of resources in
the form of public enterprises. To counter these the implementation of
active and well coordinated government policies are expected to

provide a conducive macroeconomic environment. Such policies
include introduction of an investment and tax incentive system and

provision of infrastructural facilities as incentives to the private sector.
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In Sierra Leone the incentive structure for farmers was

restrained by decreased productivity of crops. It is recommended that

output could be improved with more intensive production techniques

or the reallocation of cultivable land. Efforts must be made to ensure

the existence and availability of the skills and technological

capabilities required for effective private ownership as the market may

not automatically generate the required supply for risk taking African

entrepreneurs.

Even though African countries depend on export tax as a source

of revenue used for government investment projects, tax reform

policies must be pursued to shift the burden to consumption taxes

and away from trade, particularly export taxes. In the case of Kenya
with the help of the World Bank the cessation of tax on the incomes of
small holding coffee producers was successful and proved rewarding
to their economy since late 1980s (Deaton and Miller, 1992).

3) PRICE STABILIZATION POLICIES

The post war period created an international organization
(STABEX) whose function was to stabilize commodity prices, taking
into account the different micro and macro level mechanisms which

affect export instability.
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In general, stabilization policies fall into two categories:

• expenditure reducing or increasing policies (monetary and fiscal)

designed to achieve internal balance and

• expenditure switching policies e.g. exchange rate variation, trade

restriction or commercial polices at redressing external balances.

It is recommended that existing price stabilization policies

should independently consider the effects of fluctuations in prices of

exported commodities and not superimposed macro effects stemming

from instability in export proceeds. Time should be taken to evaluate

the alternate choice of schemes that would fit the conditions of the

country.

Sierra Leone adopted an Economic Stabilization Act in 1982

mainly to reduce the dependence on the external sector and alleviate

the negative consequences of instability in export earnings,

introducing comprehensive exchange control and preshipment

inspection. It also raised tariff and excise duty rates and placed

several imports under specific licensing. However, these policies

assumed a more wide ranging character with the introduction of

Structural Adjustment Programs (SAP) in the 1980s. A case study on

the coffee boom in Kenya and Balassa's (1988) study on Cote d Ivoire

are examples of the implementation of adjustment policies within the
framework of price stabilization policies.
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The establishment of STABEX by the European Economic

Community (EEC), the recent proposals by UNCTAD and the United

States are competing with the existing IMF facility for compensatory

financing 131 which is inadequate to meet the needs of developing

countries.

The liberalization of compensatory financing arrangements

under the UNCTAD's Integrated Program recommends the following:

1) liberalization of the triggers and the terms of compensating.

2) more use of grants as opposed to loans.

3) a choice between compensation for total export earnings

fluctuations (i.e.the IMF facility) or for only commodity export earnings

fluctuations (i.e. STABEX). Cote d'Ivoire adopted the stabex scheme as

one of the largest producers of cocoa.

4) compensation should account for changes in the import prices of

developed countries.

4) CAPITAL MARKET REFORMS

In the early 1990s private capital inflows surged, mainly to

southeast Asian and Latin American countries, in 1993 there was a

sharp increase into Africa (see Annex 7).

13 Compensatory Financing defined in a strict sense consists of a fund which
stabilises a country's export earnings over a medium term trend by compensating for
short falls from the trend and requiring repayment when export earnings rise above
the trend, referred to as an economic aid instrument.
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The neoclassical presumption is that there are potential welfare

gains from capital inflows channeled from capital abundant industrial

countries to capital scarce developing countries. While countries have

been accumulating indebtedness, cumulatively large capital flight has

been simultaneous and statistics revealed that of the 29 low income

countries of the world in 1992, 23 were in SSA of which most had

large capital flight.

Policies recommended should create a conducive environment

(i.e. macroeconomic environment, political stability, incentives for

capital inflows) that exploits the synergies between capital flows and

trade after which the element for sustainability can be adopted or

addressed.

Currently the issue of domestic financial integration into global

financial markets has been debated for African economies. The

argument that African economies become integrated into the world

economy due to financial shocks is becoming increasingly more

important.

It is recommended that: 1) through strategic government

intervention there should be policies for the development of the money

and capital markets, to facilitate domestic financial integration which
can be made through foreign exchange and capital market reforms to

counter effects of fluctuations in export earnings. The lack of capital

flows calls for liberalization of these areas.
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Thus resource allocations would be more beneficial if they are market

determined rather than government controlled. 2) to design and

implement policies for administrative and institutional reforms to

diversify production and exports to compete in the global economy.
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ANNEX 1 LIST OF 33 AFRICAN LDCs WHOSE DATA WERE USED

IN THE REGRESSIONS

COUNTRIES

Angola Ghana Sierra Leone

Benin Kenya Senegal

Botswana Lesotho Somalia

Burkina faso Liberia Sudan

Burundi Madagascar Swaziland

Cameroon Malawi Tanzania

Congo Mali Togo

Cote'd Ivoire Mauritania Uganda

Ethiopia Mauritius Zaire

Gabon Niger Zambia

Gambia Nigeria Zimbabwe
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ANNEX 2

DEFINITION OF REGRESSION VARIABLES:

1) GRGDP Growth rate of Gross Domestic Product: annual

GDP per worker (US $).

2) INV Investment Share of Gross Domestic Product: gross

fixed capital formation, nominal (US $).

3) PRIM Primary School Enrollment Rate: number of
students enrolled in the designated grade levels
relative to total population of the corresponding

age group (primary levels ).

4) SEC Secondary School Enrollment Rate: number of
students enrolled in the designated grade levels

relative to total population of the corresponding

age group (secondary levels ).

5) EI Export Instability Index: Total Exports
normalized by GDP ( US $).

6) GPOP Annual Growth rate of Population: Total Population
in thousands of persons.

7) LGDP Level of Gross Domestic Product per worker: ratio
of GDP to the total population employed.
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8) PPPI Purchasing Power Parity index ( measured by
the price of investment goods US $= 1 ).

9) GREX Real Annual Growth rate of Exports: Total

Exports deflated by United States CPI.

10) AVINFL Annual average rate of inflation:Percentage change
in United States CPI.

11) STDINFL Standard deviation of rate of inflation.

12) GOVCON Average share of Government Consumption in
Gross Domestic Product: ratio of Government

Consumption to GDP, (US $).

13) PPIDEV Index of Market Distortions: derivation of PPPI
from the sample mean.
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ANNEX 3 SUMMARY OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

Arch LM Test:

This is to test heteroskedasticity in the disturbance terms, similar to

autocorrelation. It validates the conventional standard error formulas

and associated inference procedures where it was observed that the

size of residuals appeared to be related to the size of recent residuals,

the test regresses the squared residuals on lagged and squared

residuals. The hypothesis tests that the coefficient of the lagged

squared residuals are all zero, which implies that there is Arch.

Serial Correlation LM Test:

According to regression theory the disturbance terms should not be

correlated with each other or their own lagged values in the

regression. The detection of serial correlation is based on the Durbin-
Watson (DW) statistic. A DW much below 2 is an indication of positive
serial correlation. When a lagged or endogenous variable is included

as explanatory variable, the DW no longer gives reliable results. A
solution to the problem is the Breusch-Godfrey test which detects a

more general form of serial correlation and becomes more reliable
than a DW.
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Normality Test (Jarque Bera):

This test produces a histogram of the residuals and a statistic with its

related probability to test whether a series is normally distributed. The

least squares assumption is that the residual should be a normal

distribution and tests the statistical significance of the parameter

estimates. The violation of this assumption implies the estimates may

be biased and unreliable. It is an improvement on the standard test of

significance i.e., t and F-statistics.

Ramsey Test:

This tests for specification errors, the existence of which implies least

squares estimators will be biased and inconsistent and conventional

inference procedures will be invalidated. The least squares

assumption is that the relationship of variables being estimated

should be correctly specified and that the disturbance term is

normally distributed.

White's Heteroákedasticity

The White's test applies only to the residuals from a least squares

regression. The output from the test is an F-statistic which will have
an asymptotic X2 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of regressors in the test regression. The hypothesis tested is
that the coefficients of the variables in the augmented regression are

all zero.
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This offers a general test for model specification since the null

hypothesis assumes that the errors are both homoskedastic and

independent of the regressors and that the linear specification of the

model is correct. If these conditions fail, there will be the need for a

significance test statistic. Conversely, a non-significant statistic test

would confirm that none of the three conditions have been violated.
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ANNEX 4 - CROSS SECTIONAL ANALYSIS

On theoretical grounds Time series data are more appropriate

for the estimation of economic relationships. However, in practice

there are many problems associated with Time series which are solved

in Cross section analysis e.g. problems of intercorrelation of

explanatory variables which change contemporaneously over time.

This implies that difficulties occur in the accurate assessment of

regression estimates due to an indeterminacy and instability of the

coefficients in the relationship. In Cross sectional analysis, the

estimates of coefficients are obtained which is especially useful for

aggregate variables of different countries in international comparative

studies.

The pooling technique is an extension of Cross section analysis,

it estimates coefficients from Cross section data at the same time

regressing the residual value of the dependent variable on the

explanatory variables. The major advantage is multicollinearity,
identification of variables and aggregation bias are overcome which

occur in Time series analysis.

This method of econometric analysis gives a wide scope of

experimentation due to the transformation and collection of data from
different sources of information.
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ANNEX 5 SUMMARY STATISTICS OF VARIABLES - 1960-94.

( MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS )

VARIABLES MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION

GRGDP 8.3374 5.7313

INV 14.8420 7.5016

PRIM 4.2657 2.7097

SEC 3.4735 4.6029

GPOP 2.7897 0.4664

LGDP 1.3797 1.3268

PPPI 8.1502 2.5962

EI 5.2389 2.3234

GREX 10.4739 8.4001

AVINFL 0.5625 0.8351

STDINFL 2.0231 10.1780

GOVCON 22.2548 5.4583

PPIDEV 6.7028 25.9626

Source: Computed using data from Computer Software EViews
2.0.



ANNEX 6

A LINE GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF THE INSTABILITY INDEX

0.3

- - El

Source: Derived using data from Computer Software EViews ver. 2.0

Note: A graphical representation of the instability index shows a
fluctuating trend, it plots the level of export instability for the sample
of African countries.



ANNEX 7 ANNUAL LONG-TERM CAPITAL INFLOWS ( by region )

1990 91 92 93 1990-93

SSA US $ Million 920 1548 676 2144 1322

% Exports 1.7 3.0 1.3 4.4 2.6

% GNP 0.6 1.0 0.4 1.3 0.8

EAP US $ Million 20520 2556 42538 62782 37849

% Exports 8.2 8.9 12.9 17.2 12.3

% GNP 2.3 2.6 3.9 5.4 3.7

LAC US $ Million 10651 22755 27894 57708 29752

% Exports 6.0 12.7 14.6 28.7 15.9

% GNP 1.0 2.1 2.3 4.0 2.5

MENA US $ Million 167.0 -130.0 1609 1618 816

% Exports 0.2 - 0.2 1.9 2.2 1.0

% GNP 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.7 0.3

SA US $ Million 2606 2978 1786 5643 3253

% Exports 6.5 7.0 4.1 11.1 7.4

% GNP 0.7 0.9 0.5 1.7 1.0

ECA US $ Million 9649 4599 24330 27759 16584

% Exports 4.3 1.9 11.6 13.3 7.5

% GNP 0.7 0.4 2.3 3.0 1.4

Source: World Bank Publication, Working Paper Series, 1995.
SSA = Sub-Saharan Africa
EAP = East Asian and the Pacific
LAC = Latin America and the Caribbean
MENA = Middle East and North Africa
SA = South Asian
ECA = Europe and Central Asia
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